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Because of the maturity of the basic technology of the telephone, it is tempting to
assumethat the voice communication industry is static. Such an assumption could not
be further from the truth. But it has always been easy to underestimate the potential of
the telephone, and those who do so are in good company. Mr Culley, who was Engineer-
in-Chief of the British Post Office, said in 1877, ☁My departmentis in possession offull
knowledge of the details of the invention, and the possible use of the telephoneis very
limited☝☂.
Today, telephony is a growth industry, and its expansion will continue for as far ahead as
anyone can see. The changesin voice telephony ♥ in howit is provided and howit is
used ♥ form thebasis of this report. Until recent times, the telephone administrations of
the world were fully occupied in providing a basic telephony service throughouttheir
individual territories. In some countries (notably in the United States, and soonalsoin
Europe), the remit to provide basic telephony services has been fulfilled. Telephone
administrations will therefore be seeking to provide new enhanced services based on
their existing telephone networks.Theattitude of the telephone administrations towards
the changes that are now taking place is epitomised by Mr Charlie Brown, Chairman of
AT&T, who in 1980 said, ☜With each passing year we are transforming the network,
endowingit with ☁intelligence☂. Not so long agoit provided a more-or-less uniform service
to all its customers. Before long it will serve no two of them alike☝.



The Butler Cox Foundation is a research group that examines majordevelopments in the fields of computers, telecommunications andoffice automation on behalf of its subscribing members. The Founda-tion provides a set of ☁eyes and ears☂ on the world for the systemsdepartments of some of Europe☂s largest organisations.
The Foundation collects its information throughits office in Londonand also through its associated offices in Europe and the US.Ittransmits its findings to its members in three main ways:

♥_ Through regular written reports that give detailed findingsand substantiating evidence.
♥ Through management conferences for managementservices directors and their senior colleagues, where theemphasis is on the policy implications of the subjectsstudied.
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CHAPTER1

INTRODUCTION

The basic technology of the telephone is more than a century old, and today the tele-
phone is one of the most common piecesof office equipment. The worldwide voice
communication network is by far the largest system ever devised by man. In just one
country (the United Kingdom)it serves 27 million stations from which 20,000 million calls
are made eachyear. Yet the role of the telephonein businessis full of contradictions. It
is one of the most useful pieces of office equipment, but it can also be one of the most
infuriating. It is one of the most productive piecesof office equipment, yet it can be the
most wasteful. Everyone takes the telephone for granted, and yet its future is both
exciting and uncertain. It is incredibly reliable, but it can be utterly unpredictable. Sub-
scribers may dial with ease from a major European city to a small town in the Australian
outback, for example, but it may be almost impossible to obtain a connection between
two cities in Japan.
Despite the maturity of the basic technology, telephony is today a growth industry, and
its expansion will continue for as far ahead as anyone can see. The changesin voice
telephony ♥ howit is provided and howit is used ♥ form the basis of this report.

STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT
Much of the content of this report is technical, and requires a basic understanding of
both the technology of switching and the structure of a national telephone network. For
those readers who are not familiar with these two subjects we begin the report with a
brief description of them.
The report then continues in chapter 3 with an overview of the substantial changesthat
are taking place in the voice communication industry ♥ changesin telecommunication
capacity and in the use and costoffacilities. These changes also include a changing
range of voice communication products.
In chapter 4 we review the significance of the continuing trend towardsdigital voicetele-
phony, and in chapter 5 we consider the changes that can be expectedin the technology
and use of the telephone handset. Next, in chapter 6, we examinethelikely develop-
ments in transmission technology, including cables (coaxial and optical fibre), satellites,
radio transmission and local-area networks. Chapter 7 considers the services that tele-
phone administrationswill offer in the future, as the market for basic telephony gradually
becomessaturated. The report concludeswith a review of the responsibilities of the tele-
phone managerin the 1980s.

INTENDED READERSHIP
Thereport is intended primarily for telephone managers, for the management services
director (if telephonyis includedin his portfolio) and for those responsible for designing
and implementing voice communication systems. Everybody is a telephone user, how-



ever, and every business managerhasa valid concern with the development of speech
services, and so the report will be of value to a wider readership. The report therefore
avoids whereverpossible the most technical language, and defines such technical terms
as are unavoidably employed.
One of the lessons that emerges from the Foundation☂s researchis that the very con-
siderable costs of voice communication are often less tightly controlled than they should
be. These costs are easily dispersed over dozens of departmental budgets, and the
abuseof telephone usageis often difficult to detect or deter. We hope that departmental
managers with high telephone bills will also read this report, so that they may better
understand both the scale of the problem and the opportunity that voice telephonyrepresents.

A CAVEAT
One of the central themes of the Foundation☂s work is that computer systems, tele-communications andoffice automation are but three aspects of a single, emergentdisci-pline. Thereis (at least in English) no globally accepted nameforthis discipline, althoughthe French word ☁télématique☂ has been anglicised into ☁telematics☂. But, named ornameless, the phenomenonis real. It may therefore seem unwise, or even downrightperverse, to consider voice communication in apparent isolation from data, text andimage communication. And yet, as technological developments come crowding in uponmanagers in an ostensibly endless and unordered stream, it is useful to group thosedevelopments sometimes in one way, and sometimesin another. The unifying factorinthis report is the ubiquity of the spoken word, which, as well as being mankind☂s oldestform ofintelligent communication, is also unrivalled in its immediacy. In the context ofthe past century, what we consider in this report is the continuing effort towards the
fulfilment of the great dream that is the heritage of Alexander Graham Bell.



CHAPTER 2

BASIC TELEPHONE TECHNOLOGY

Much ofthe contentof this report assumesthat the reader has a basic understanding of
the structure and the technology of telephone systems. Many readers will already
possess a deeplevel of knowledgein this field; we suggest that these readers omit this
chapter and moveonto chapter 3. For the benefit of readers who are not fully familiar
with the workings of a telephone system, weset out in this chapter brief history of the
technology of switching systems, starting with the original Strowger exchange andfinish-
ing with a brief description of modern stored program electronic exchanges. We also
examinethe structure of a typical national telephone network.

SWITCHING TECHNOLOGY
When subscriberinitiates a telephonecall, a signal is sent to the local exchange where
routeing switches and control equipment are installed. The control equipment must
receive the messages from the caller, translate them and perhaps re-transmit them. The
most important control messageis, of course, the called number. The control equipment
must then use the routeing switchesto set up, supervise and terminate the required con-
nection. The exchange must also record call information for charging purposes, andit
must be designed so that any faulty equipment can be by-passed. For economic
reasons, it is not possible to provide non-blocking exchanges that permit every sub-
scriber to be simultaneously connected to the exchange.
Switching equipment is therefore shared, and this sharing is achieved by ☁partitioning☂
the switching equipment into several stages that provide concentrating functions as well
as routeing functions. These several stages share commoncontrol equipment, and the
whole exchange is designed to handle a predetermined number of simultaneouscalls.
Originally, the switching functions were performed by human operators whorouted calls
by manually plugging the appropriate connections on the switchboard. Automatic
exchanges became an economic necessity, and the first commercially viable automatic
exchanges used the technique invented by Strowger. This techniquesplits the switching
function into several discrete stages, and uses two-motion switchesthat step vertically
in accordancewith a dialled digit and then huntin a rotary fashion for a free outlet to the
next stage.

Early Strowger equipment could not provide all the flexibility of manual operations,
however. Translation of dialled information was not possible, for example, and this
meant that in a large network the cailer would have to dial numbers containing codes
that would vary depending upon the location of the caller. The answerto this problem
wasto supply register-translator equipmentat the exchange, and before such equipment
was developed, subscriber trunk calls had to be connected by a human operator.
As telephones became more widespread, reliability and quality of service became more
important. The switch-contact noise problem in early switching systems was overcome
by using precious metal contacts. This development, becauseit increased the cost per



switch, provided the incentive to reduce the number of switches required in an
exchange.As a result (but also for other reasons), switches incorporating arraysofindi-
vidual contact sets, such as crossbar switches, came into favour. Thomas Edison
himself had conceived the first crossbar exchange.In his model there was an array of
vertical and horizontal metal bars. Where the bars crossed there was a small hole, into
which a metal peg could be inserted to make the connection. Later, in Sweden in 1912,
Betulander developed a switching system that used a matrix arrangementlike Edison's,
but with relay circuits instead of metal plugs at the intersections.
In 1936 Bell Telephone Laboratories produced a newtype of relay known as a reed. The
contact springs of such a relay consist of two reeds made from analloythat is easily
magnetised. The reeds are surrounded by a wire coil, and the whole arrangementis then
sealedin a glass tubefilled with non-corrosive gas. When a current is passed through the
coil the reeds are magnetised in such a waythat they are attracted towards eachother,
and the relay closes.
The technology of electromechanical telephone switching reached maturity with theinvention of the reed relay, but several other inventions also hadto follow before modernswitching systems could be designed. In particular, more efficient ways of usingswitching matrices were found. The greaterefficiency comes from replacing a singlelarge matrix with several small matrices, thereby reducing the total numberof cross-points. Weillustrate this phenomenon by meansofthe following example.
If a switching system is required to permit any oneof sixteen extensions to be connectedto any oneofsixteen lines, then a 16x 16 matrix (with 256 crosspoints)will perform thisfunction. However, the same function can be performed by a three-stage switch thatconsists of twelve 4x 4 matrices, but at a lower cost becauseit will have only 192 cross-points. In real-world exchanges the scale is much larger, and so is the potentialreduction in the numberof crosspoints.
The cost savings from reducing the numberof crosspoints can only be gained, however,if all of the matrices operate under a common control system. The commoncontrolsystems used in telephone exchanges perform a function that, in many respects, issimilar to that of a computer system. Commoncontrol crossbar exchanges began to beinstalled in reasonable quantities from about 1950, and even nowthey represent a largeproportion of working exchanges. The period during which commoncontrol crossbarexchanges were being introduced overlapped with the rise of the electronicsindustry,but it was some time before electronic switches began to have an impact on thecrossbar market. The combination of Edison☂s idea both with Betulander☂s practicalgenius and with Bell Laboratories☂ inventiveness kept the electronic switch at bay forasurprisingly long time.

But todayit is clear that electronic stored program control exchangeswill bring about
the demise of the traditional wired-logic electromechanical exchanges. Compared with
modern stored program control exchanges, wired-logic systems have several shortcom-
ings. The first shortcoming is concerned both with the volumeoftraffic that traditional
exchangescan handle and with their reliability. It is a simple matter to establish an indivi-
dual call, but the need to handle millions of calls from thousands of subscribers in a
sequencethatis controlled entirely by the subscribers results in great complexity. Thiscomplexity is compounded by the very nature of wired-logic systems, because thedesignerof the system hasto build-in facilities to by-pass, isolate and correct faulty com-ponents.
Another shortcoming of wired-logic systemsis their inherent inflexibility. For suppliers
with an eye on export markets,it is difficult to design wired-logic systems that will not



need to be redesigned before they can be sold in other national markets. The habits ofsubscribers and the patterns of telephone usage varyin different countries, as do theexisting network facilities into which a new exchange may have to beinstalled. Inaddition, public telephone exchangesareinstalled on the assumptionthat they will havea long life. They must therefore be able to cope both with a growth in demandfortele-phone services, and with technical changes such as newsignalling systems. Wired-logicsystemslackthis flexibility.
 

Figure 1 Typical program schemafor an electronic exchange
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The future therefore belongs to stored program control exchanges, with a minimum
program size of about 20,000 bytes. The need to provide comprehensive maintenance
and diagnostic aids, however, increasesthe size of the software needed to run an elec-
tronic exchange to perhaps as muchas 0.5 million bytes.
If the electronic exchange is truly to be more maintainable than the wired-logic
exchange, then the programs must be arranged in a modular form. Figure 1 on the
previous page showsa typical program schema. Control programsfor electronic ex-
changesneed to handle two kinds of processes ♥ those dealing with external devices
and those concerned with actual call processing. The two kinds of processesare linked
by meansof buffers, and this arrangement makesit easier to implement the samesys-
tem either in a stand-alone processoror in association with a preprocessor.
The computers usedto control telephone exchanges have tendedto bedifferent in some
respects from normal data processing machines. The former must be designed for a
longlife, for high availability and with the ruggednessto endure the telephone exchange
environment, which is often less clinical than a computer room. These differences are
becoming less marked, however, as commercial computers take over more tasks where
back-up is either inappropriate or impossible.
Electronic switching techniques have enabled individual exchanges to become morereliable and more powerful. But the productivity of an individual exchange dependsgreatly on its ability to communicate at the control level with other exchangesin thenetwork. The control signalling between exchanges can be surprisingly complex, and ithas assumed greater importance with the advent of electronic switching. Figure 2indicates the range of supervisory and register signals that may be associated with asingle call.
 

Figure 2 Supervisory andregister signals
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In manual systems, supervisory signalling was carried out mainly by keys and flashinglamps, and register signalling was carried out by the spoken word. The samecircuitswere used both for speech andfor signalling. Later designs incorporated a by-passsig-nalling route knownas orderwires and, with the advent of automatic exchanges,signal-ling was then carried out over the speech circuit by means of controlled breaks in theD.C.pulses and bypolarity reversals. Common control exchanges provided even morefacilities, and D.C. pulse signalling becametoo slow for register signalling and wasre-placed by multi-frequency tones. Modern electronic exchangescontrol the switching byusing a high-speed processor, and it is much moreefficient to provide a common datachannel between the controlling processors of adjacent exchanges. This common two-way channel provides the signalling for many speech circuits, and its use is known ascommon channelsignalling. The benefits of common channelsignalling are as follows:
♥ It separatesthe transmissionof signals both from the transmission of speech and

from the switching functions.
♥ It allows the existing bandwidth to be used for a faster signalling rate.
♥ It provides greater flexibility to accommodate future changes.
♥ It provides cost savings for large groups of speech circuits.
♥ It reduces the numberof relay sets that are required per voice channel.

In addition, if pulse-coded modulation(thatis, digital) transmission techniques are used,
it is even easier to select one of the inter-exchange channels for processor-to-processor
signalling. Such a channel will operate at 64k bit/s compared with the usual 2,400bit/s
common channel signalling used on an analogue network. The standards for common
channelsignalling at 64k bit/s are described in CCITT Recommendation No. 6. The addi-
tional bandwidth is used, for example, to provide better error control.
 

Figure 3 United Kingdom networkhierarchy in July 1980
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THE STRUCTURE OF A NATIONAL TELEPHONE NETWORK
To understandthefull significance of the many changes that are occurringin the tech-
nology of telephony, it is necessary first to examine the structure of a typical national
telephone network. Figure 3 (on page 7) shows such a network hierarchy.
The figure shows that telephone subscribers☂ apparatus is connected (directly orthrough a private exchange)to a local exchange. The local exchanges are connectedinturn to trunk exchanges (known as group switching centres). In this national network,each trunk exchange serves about 150 local exchanges. Depending upon the volumesoftraffic, these trunk exchanges may be interconnected by direct routes. The hierarchyabove the group switching centres consists of a transit network of district switchingcentres and interconnected main switching centres.
The economicsof the whole network is complicated by the fact that the transit networkoften providesa high proportion of the total routeings within the network, including thoserarely used, but it carries only a small proportion of the actual trunk calls.



CHAPTER3

THE CHANGING VOICE COMMUNICATION INDUSTRY

In this chapter we give an overview of the substantial changes that the voicecommunication industry is experiencing or will experience in the foreseeable future. Webegin with a review of trends in communication capacity, in the usage of communicationfacilities and in the cost of using thosefacilities. Next, we emphasisethatreliability of
service is of paramount importance, and we outline ways in which reliability will be
improved during the 1980s. We then review the typesoffacilities and features that the
emerging digital networks will make possible.
Telecommunicationis, by its nature, a worldwide industry, and the telephone system that
an individual country can afford will to some extent depend on the success of its
suppliers in world markets. We therefore next discuss the changesthat arelikely to
occur in the world market for telecommunication products during the next decade.
The longest section of this chapter (which begins on page 16) is concerned both with the
expanding range of voice communication products and with the suppliers of those
products. The products mentioned have been chosento give an indication both of the
range of choices open to customers now andin the near future, and of the range of
decisions likely to be faced by telephone managers. The management responsibilities
associated with these decisions are examined in chapter 8 of this report.
The chapter concludeswith a brief discussion of the changing regulatory environmentin
which the European PTTs may be operating in the future.

CAPACITY, USAGE AND COST TRENDS
Communication capacity is normally used up very quickly as soonasit is provided. This
phenomenonis exemplified by the growth in transatlantic telephonetraffic.

In 1927, the first commercial radio telephone service was opened between the United
Kingdom and North America. There wasonly onecircuit and, since its performance was
subject to the quirks of radio propagation, transmission time was scarce and expensive.
The numberof calls made averaged 2,000 a year. It was not until the 1950s, when a
submarine repeater was developed, that a cable line along the route becamefeasible.
The first such cable, Tat 1, provided 29 circuits between London and New York and six
between London and Montreal. Within just one month of Tat 1☂s debut, transatlantic calls
between London and New York had increased by 50 per cent and those between London
and Montreal had increased by 100 per cent. Coming closer to the present day, figure 4
overleaf shows the growth of transatlantic calls from 1940 to the late 1970s. The figure
showsthat the numberof calls a year grew from a few thousandin the 1940s(using the
initial modest radio link) to six million by the late 1970s (using cables and communication
satellites). ©
Today, in the early 1980s, the overall picture is of explosive growth in telecommunication
facilities that are quickly exploited by an ever-increasing population of customers. Figure 5



 Figure 4 Growthof transatlantic telephonecalls from 1940 to the late 1970s
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showsfor selected countries in Continental Europe the growth from 1970 to 1979 both intheir population of telephones and in the resulting number of domestic calls.
To any telephone administration or communication equipment supplier this explosivegrowth is a comforting picture. It ill accords, however, with the reality of a businesscustomer kept waiting inconveniently long for leased circuits or of a domestic customeron the waiting list for a telephone. In the context of the rapid expansion of facilitiesacross Europe, acute shortages of somefacilities show howdifficult it is to balancesupply with demand. But these shortagesalso reflect the enormous capital investmentthat administrations must makeif they are to keep pacewith the forward march of thevoice communication industry. One European PTT recently calculated that, althoughlabour costs accounted for over 75 per centof total costs in its postal business, theequivalent figure wasonly 41 per centin its telecommunication business. Forits postalbusiness, capital investment accountedfor only 3 per centoftotal costs. In one yearofaccount (1979), the net capital assets added to the telecommunication balance sheetwere nearly 30 times those added to the postal business.
Many telephone users have a distinct and understandable impression that telephonecosts are always rising. In cash terms they mayberight, but the relative cost of tele-phonyis declining quite sharply. Figure 6 (on page 12) showsthe costof transmission (asa percentage of annual communication charges) since the end of the Second WorldWar, forecast to 1985. Although the decline in the relative costs of the componentsofvoice telephony has beenimpressive, there remain opportunities for further cost reduc-tion. Some of these opportunities will flow from the further technological advances des-cribedlater in this report. Others will result from the better use of telephoneswithin theusers☂ owninstallations ♥ from the use of automatic call distribution systems, forexample, or from better private exchanges, or (in some cases) from the use of profes-sional telephone services.
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Figure 5 Telephone populations and the numberof domestic telephonecalls
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Figure 6 Relative cost of transmission since the end of the Second World War
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RELIABILITY OF SERVICE
Theuserof telephone services demandsaboveall that his or her calls should be speedilyand efficiently connected. Complaints about cost and availability arise most pointedlywhenthereliability of the service is inadequate.
Improvementsin the reliability of telephone service in the period 1981 to 1990 will flowfrom two major trends. Thefirst is the transition from analogue to digital transmissionsystems, considered in more detail in chapter 4 of this report. The second is the movefrom electromechanicalto electronic switching systems. Thefull significance of thesetrends must be consideredin the context of the structure of a typical national telephonenetwork, as described on page 8.
Economics has already created a powerful case for using digital transmission systems,irrespective of any other benefits that digital technology might bring. Some of theadvantageofa digital transmission system comesfrom the lower cost and reduced sizeof digital exchanges, but part of the benefit stems also from the simpler interfacebetweenpairs of switching units and from thefact thatit is no longer necessaryto installseparate signalling equipment or channel-termination equipment. The benefits of thedigital networks and electronic exchanges now being planned around the world havebeen summarised by one PTT spokesmanas:☜Improved quality of service, in terms oftransmission improvement; greater reliability and less noise; better management, byimproving the diagnostics and monitoring capabilities of elements of the network and byenabling changes to be made from a keyboardinstead of with a soldering iron; and newsupplementary services☂.
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SERVICE FACILITIES AND FEATURES
The digital networks that most countries are nowinstalling can provide a wide range of
service facilities and features. The PTTs are therefore faced with the problem of ensur-
ing that the features and facilities provided in their new networks are matched to users☂
expectations and needs.
To aconsiderable extent, the technology now being introducedinto public telephone net-
works has already been incorporatedin private telephone systems, and some valuable
lessons have been learned aboutits use. The extent of private conversion to electronic
exchanges is already substantial. In France, for example, 77 per cent of new private
exchangesin 1977 were crossbar exchanges and 23 per cent wereelectronic. In 1979,
20 per cent of new private exchanges were crossbar and 80 per cent were electronic.
Thomson-CSF now estimates that 90 per cent of new private exchangesare electronic.
Thomson-CSF☂s viewis that, althoughtheinitial interest in electronic switching systems
is aroused by such obvious factors as their smaller physical size and their noiseless
operation, users gradually adopt a more mature view of their benefits. Reliability,
efficiency and profitability then becomethe central issues.
The implementation of advanced features on

a

private exchangeis easier than on a
public network becauseofthe difference in scale of private and public facilities. Malign
critics of the PTTs would argue also that progress is easier when the task lies partially
 

Figure 7 United States voicetraffic pattern
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outside the domain of the administration. But the main reason is the pattern of voice
traffic in business. Even in the United States, where a single continental economyexists,
the pattern for voicetraffic shows a surprising parochialism, as figure 7 (on the previous
page)illustrates. This traffic pattern means that many large organisations can provide
for themselves at a single site the well-known features of the stored program control
exchange in advanceof such facilities becoming available on the public network. These
features (which are described in some detail in Foundation Report No. 9) include call
transfer, conferencecalls, call barring, follow-me, camp-on and abbreviated dialling.
Looking to the future, one view of the next range offacilities likely to be offered totelephone users is that these facilities will be inextricably linked with the evolution oflocal-area computer networks. The fundamentally parochial pattern of businesstraffic, itis argued, meansthat the dominant suppliers of private exchangeswill be those who canoffer computer hardware and communicationsaspart of a coherent system. We discussthe role of local-area networks in more detail on pages 48 to 50 ofthis report.
 

Figure 8 The accelerating demand for telecommunicationfacilities
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WORLD MARKETS
The impact of electronics on the telecommunications industry has beento create vastopportunities and vast dangers both for administrations and for suppliers. The voicecommunication industry has becomea field of high technology, high investment, highrisk and potentially high reward. Computer suppliers often remark upon the headlongprogressof their technology and the consequentdifficulty of securing a return upon thesuccessive wavesof investmentthat are required if they are to survive. Communicationsuppliers now ride much the same switchback, as is apparent from figure 8, whichshowsthe growthin facilities from 1875 to 2000.
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Because the necessary investmentin a modern telephone system is, on a national scale,
so vast, much of the progress that an individual nation can achieve depends upon its
ability to create export markets for its technology. In this way the huge investmentis
spread over a greater run of products. In 1980 the world market for telecommunications
productstotalled $40billion, and the telephone service that each major country will be
able to afford will depend to some extent onits successin this huge market overthe next
decade or more. Sales teamsfrom the United States, Canada, Europe and Japanwill be
competing fiercely for multi-million-dollar contracts, andthey will receive active support
from their national governments and from their telephone administrations.

In Britain, for example, a sales and marketing organisation called British Telecommuni-
cations Systems has beenjointly established by British Telecom, GEC, Plessey and STC
to seek overseas sales for System X. The aim is to designate one of the three suppliers
as the lead contractor for each possible sales zone and to co-ordinate these efforts
through a small but highly qualified central staff. British Telecommunications Systems
hopesthat its market entry is well timed, because its technology is plannedto leapfrog
that of rivals alreadyin the field with first-generation systems. They hope, in other words,
that substantial rewards will be gained by bringing a better product to markets that have
already been activated by the pioneers. In this wayit is planned to remedy the drop in
world sales that Britain☂s telecommunication export companies suffered between 1963
and 1975, when their share dropped from 25 per cent to 13 per cent.

The task of British Telecommunications Systems is a formidable one, because of the
progress that suppliers from other countries have already made. For example, by 1980
ClT-Alcatel in France had already sold over 600,000line equivalents in 18 foreign coun-
tries as well as 2.16 million in Franceitself. Thomson-CSF had orders for some 22 million
line equivalents of its MT equipmentin France and in 15 other countries. Sweden☂s LM
Ericsson, with its AXE system designed to permit digital replacement of analoguetraffic,
had sold 1.6 million lines of mainly digital equipment. Nippon Electric of Japan had
already sold 150 of its NEAX switches to purchasers abroad, including the United States
and lrag. Northern Telecom had sold 160 ofits digital DMS switches in Canada, the
United States and the Caribbean.

Many countries have already made a commitment of some kind to digital technology,
and somecritics of System X believe that there is no room for newcomersin the world
marketplace. A survey of world telecommunication markets in a recent edition of the
Economist (22 August, 1981), asserted that ☁☁System X will make about as much impact
on world markets as the Concorde☂☂. British Telecommunications Systems naturally
enough rejects this view. Instead, it argues that some of the orders received byits
competitors will prove highly difficult, and perhaps cripplingly expensive, to fulfil
because(it is argued) the technologyoftheir products is notfully proven or easily adap-
table. One European supplier, for example, is alleged to have made salesin five coun-
tries with only a prototype system working, whichis hardly a basis for the reliable estima-
tion of costs. The British strategy is to approach world markets with a home-proven
product of modular design and easier adaptability.

In a volatile political world some countries with an ostensible commitmentto a particular
telecommunication system will wish to secure second or more sources, in order to avoid
excessive dependenceon one country☂s goodwill. Commercial and negotiating flair will
be called.into play to subvert many apparently settled situations. Thomson-CSF, for
example, madeits offer to the USSR moreattractive by arranging for 1 million lines of
equipment per annum to be assembledin Soviet factories. There is bound to be scope
for similar agreements in other countries. Time and the order book will determine the
national winners and losersin this global sales war.
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In the ever-changing world market for telecommunication products only two things are
certain. First, the explosive growth of world markets in telephony over the next decade
or more will mean that surprises are in store, and the markets will develop in unpredic-
table ways. Who,for instance, will make the best showing in the Chinese market? A
country with 900 million people and only 5 million telephonesis far from trivial. The
second indisputable fact is that those countries whose suppliers fail in the world market
will have domestic telephone systems that are worse and/or more expensive than thesystems of other countries.

PRODUCTS AND SUPPLIERS
In this section of the report weillustrate the changesthat are taking place in the voicecommunication industry by examining the strategies and the products of several sup-pliers. Manyof the products indicate that computerised branch exchanges are develop-ing rapidly into products that perform far more thantheir traditional telephone switchingrole. New functions are being added and users are being encouraged to exploit thegrowing powerof the exchange.
One of the most powerful arguments put forward by the advocatesof greater competi-tion in the European telecommunication marketis the more advancedstate of communi-cation technology in the United States, which, they believe, has developed as a directresult of the greater opennessof the United States market. Others arguethatit is thesheer size and homogeneity of the United States market that has created America☂sstrength in this area. Whateverthe cause, United States homogeneity in telecommunica-tion technologyis a factoflife, and this is reflected in the productscited in this section ofthe report.
We emphasisethat reference to a specific product within these pagesis in no sense anendorsement or recommendation of that product. The products have been chosenbecause they suggestinteresting lines of future development, and, moreoften than not,the choice of a suitable exampleis arbitrary.

A North American telecommunications company
Many suppliers ♥ and the European administrations ♥ believe that organisationswillnot make substantial investments in advanced communication systems until topmanagementis involved in communication planning. A North American telecommunica-tions company (designated here as NATC), has a highly distinctive approach to theproblem of involving top management.In its market development and product strategywork, NATC hasconsciously relegated technology to a subordinate level in favour ofeconomic arguments and (most particularly) in favour of human factors. (In manyrespects, NATC☂s approachis similar to that taken by IBM when marketing the 3750PABX.)

NATC hascalculated that the capital value of transforming one hour per day of officeworker's time from unproductive work to productive work is between $18,000 and$20,000 (based on

a

five-year depreciation plus accruedinterest). Yet NATC believesthat potential customerswill be prepared to invest perhapsonly a quarterof that sum. IfNATCis right, the range ofoffice workstations that are now emerging with prices aroundthe $20,000 markwill prove to be anirrelevance in the marketplace.
NATC has developed a prototype voice-messaging system thatis designed to appealtotop managementbyalleviating the manager☂s problem of disruption by the telephone.
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The system, knownas Voice Integrated Message System (VIMS), has three elements ♥
an executive terminal, a secretarial terminal and a VIMS operator terminal.

The executive terminal consists of a small CRT, which is used for message reading, and
a 20-button extension to the standard electronic telephone. Each of the buttons is a com-
mandfor handling screen information, and screen prompts are used to help select the
appropriate commands. A small thermalprinter is also available so that messages can
be received without disturbing the executive. The printer can also be used by the execu-
tive to obtain a hard-copy of a particular message. :

The secretarial terminal consists of a standard CRTdisplay, a typewriter keyboard and a
conventional audio cassette recorder thatis linked to the telephone. The secretary uses
VIMS to take messages, to enter them into the system and to handle responses.

The VIMS operator has two CRT terminals ♥ onesimilar to the secretarial station and
onefor use as a standard telephone answering service terminal. Calls are diverted to the
VIMSoperator either by user commandsor as a result of standard PABXtransfer orcall-
barring conditions. When

a

call is diverted, the exchange passesthe called numberto
VIMS so that the user☂s answering instructions are displayed on the CRT screen. For
mostcalls, control is passed to an audio recorder, and priority calls can be recorded on
a fresh cassette that is then ejected for priority treatment.

Between handling calls, the VIMS operator transcribes the messages that were
previously recorded. Each transcribed message is then routed to the appropriate
executive terminal, whereeitherit is displayed (with a non-disruptive beep and

a

flashing
light indicating its arrival), or it is printed to await attention.

VIMSis in trial operation in a department of some 40 users. NATCclaims that VIMS has
resulted in fewer meetings, better communications, the virtual disappearance of the
office memorandum, more working at home with portable terminals and improvements
in productivity. Well within the time frameof this report, NATCwill introduce integrated
messaging systemsinto its productline, and these systems will be based on the VIMS
experiencethatit is currently gaining.

The IBM Corporation
IBM is pursuing two parallel policies in the area of voice telephony, although its most
highly-publicised venture in the United States (Satellite Business Systems Inc.) was not
intendedoriginally for voice communication. In Europe, IBM hasfocusedits attention on
terrestrial switching in the form of the 3750 and 1750 PABXs. These devices provide the
usual PABX facilities such as conferencing, abbreviated dialling, call hold and call
transfer, camp-on, follow-me and traffic analysis.

Forthe future, the mostinteresting addition to theinitial repertoire of these PABXsis the
Integrated Network System (INS), which permits advanceduserfunctions to be extended
throughout a whole network of such switching systems. INS permits register signalling
between PABXs over a variety of 2-wire and 4-wiretie lines. This signalling provides
faster call set-up times, tandem switching and alternative tie-line routeings.

IBM also intends to market products that are designed to improve the productivity of the
telephone user. The inadequaciesof conventional methods of handling telephonecalls
have been well documented and need not be repeated here. An IBM surveyof oneof its
customersites found that, as a result of these inadequacies, top managers spent 14 per
centof their time on the telephone. IBM recently announced details of its Audio Distribu-
tion System (ADS), whichis designed to alleviate this problem.
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The ADSis based on a Series 1 computer, and, compared with voice message systems
from other suppliers,it has several unique features. IBM has placed particular emphasis
onthe userinterface, and this emphasis reflects the extensive experience within IBM of
using the experimental Speechfile voice message system. The features of the ADS
include the following:
♥ Messagerecipients are addressed alphabetically by name. The system confirms

the addressee as soonas sufficient key depressions have been madeto identify
the name uniquely.

♥ Pausesin recorded messages may be reducedsignificantly when they are played
back.

♥ The ADS guides the user in the use of the system by playing back appropriate
messages from the hundreds of pre-recorded prompt messages. Many of these
messagesare context-sensitive, and the messages are played back slowly for in-
experienced users, but may be speeded upfor users who are morefamiliar with
the system.

♥ The system provides positive confirmation of user commands.
♥ The command codes are mnemonic.
♥ Thelistener may control the rate at which a messageis played back.

Theinitial version of the ADS has 500 million bytes of storage anditis limited to ten line
interfaces and to about 1,000 users. IBM describes the ADS as a ☜☁principal support
system☂☂. In other words,it is designed to provide a communication system for mana-
gerial or professional peer groups. IBM appears to have selected these specific groups
for its first venture into the voice message market, and the ADS has been designed to
both address and test that market. The ADS should therefore be seen as an in-depth
market venture by IBM rather than as the more typical broad-brush approach that
addresses a wide range of messaging needs.

Productsthat increase the capacity of private circuits
Most large organisations now use private telephone circuits, and the problems of
extracting full value from those circuits without impeding the flow of business are sub-
stantial. However, products based on the TASI (time assignment speechinterpolation)
principle are now available that permit customers to extract added capacity from their
private circuits. TASI (which was introduced on the public transatlantic routes in the
early 1960s) connects the speakerto the circuit only while he or sheis actually speaking.
During a normal telephone connection, one party speaks while the other listens, and
thus, at most, only 50 per cent of the channel capacity is employed. The TASI system
enables the capacity of a group of circuits to be doubled by allowing one channelto be
shared by several connections.
TASI relies on a channel being available for use very soon after the resumption of
speech. On public networks, where the numberof channels is very high, thereis little
danger of a channel not being available. On private networks, where the numberof
channels is more limited, TASI has only recently become feasible as advancing
technology has madeit both cheaper and more refined. One TASI system (the COM 2
from Storage Technology Corporation) has been developed for use on groups of trunk
circuits ranging from five to sixteen circuits. Products such as this and the recently
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announced PLC-1 from Northern Telecom now bring speech interpolation technology
within the reach of private organisations. According to reports from users of such
systems, speech quality is not affected. For example, one large insurance company in
the United States reports that there is no noticeable difference between interpolated
lines and other private circuits.

Products that increase the level of telephone service

For many organisations the telephone represents the first contact with customers or
potential customers. The level of telephone service is therefore of paramount impor-
tance to such organisations. Telecommunications suppliers are well aware of this
market opportunity and they have respondedwith products designed to improve the level
of telephone service without a proportionate increase in costs.

One exampleof productsof this type are the automatic call distribution systems that use
computer-based methods for connecting incoming calls with sales agents or inquiry
staff. Automatic call distribution systems guarantee an evendistribution of work among
the agents while also providing managers with useful information about the effective-
ness of the telephone service. We now examinebriefly two examples of such systems ♥
the Rolm ACD (which operates as an adjunct to the Rolm CBXswitching system)and the
Datapoint Infoswitch.

1. Rolm ACD system
The Rolm ACD system offers three types of telephones for use at agents☂ desks. The
first is a standard handset with an optionalcall-waiting light. The second is a keyset
with six or ten function buttons. The third is a full agents☂ terminal with an LED
message and display unit, LED status lamps and a digital keypad. This full agents☂
terminal is recommended for high-value sales operations. All three telephones,
however, enjoythe full range of PABXfacilities provided with the CBX. Data concern-
ing the overall performance of the telephone service can either be displayed on a
screenor printed as a permanent record. This data can be used in deciding whether
to increase or decrease the numberof agents and/or the numberof telephonelines.

2. Datapoint Infoswitch system
The Datapoint Infoswitch system (whichis functionally similar to the Rolm ACD) has
the following features:
♥ A short recorded message (whichis not heard by the caller) tells the agent the

city of origin of the call.

♥ Aconsole light tells the agent when a call is in the queue, andthe light flashes
when a call has been waiting for longer than a prescribed time.

♥ A function button, which the agent usesto call the supervisor for assistance. The
supervisor can then monitor the call or intervene in the conversation.

♥ A panic button that the agent uses to alert the supervisor to an awkward or a
threatening call, and that (optionally) records the call.

♥ The automatic transfer of long-waiting calls to a standby group.

♥ Awealth of information is provided that can be used by the supervisor for minute-
by-minute managementof the telephone answering service.
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Datapoint claims that, compared with other systems, Infoswitch provides manage-
ment with better network planning data, better staff control and better knowledgeof
the level of service that is actually being provided.

Telephone answering services
Manyorganisationswill in the future have to choose betweenusing better technologytoimprove their own in-house telephone performance, or subcontracting their telephoneinterface with the outside world to a professional answering agency. Many companiesare instinctively hostile towards answering agencies, becausethey feelthat only theirown employees can provide customers with the desired reception. However, there ismounting evidence in the United States that suggests that technology can now over-comethis objection, and in Europethefirst attempts to exploit that same technology arenow being planned.A secondobjection often heard in Europeis that the high-technologyanswer to providing a telephone answeringservice is not applicable to small groups ofusers, whether they be small companiesor small offices in a large company. Webelievethat these objections are not valid, as the experience of the United States shows.
In the United States there is a highly successful Telephone Answering Service (TAS)industry, with services being provided by between 4,000 and 5,000 companies. TAS sub-scribers in the United States in 1980 totalled some 1.25 million users, of which about 80per cent were commercial and business customers, about 20 per cent were medicalservices and less than 1 per cent were private or domestic users. Nearly 10 per cent ofTAS subscribers have their own trunk lines terminating at the TAS centre, and secretariallines account for some 90 per cent of the TAS users.
The American TASindustry is in the processof rationalisation, with the larger bureauxbuying the smaller ones and replacing their operations with a concentrator. The industrybelieves that automation (in the form of automatic call distribution systems)is profitablein a bureau with four or morepositions, of which there are more than 1,000in the UnitedStates. But it is sceptical of the value of advanced features such as online storage ofcustomer data and the use of keyboards to replace paper messages.
The United States evidence suggests that advancedcall handling equipment, whetherofthe conventional automatic call distribution type or the more ambitious Delphi Deltatype, can equip operators to deal with incoming calls in a mannerthat lacks nothing inprecision and relevanceof information. In fact, to have built the industry that now existsin the United States the professional answering bureaux must perform better than in-house operations. The evidence also suggests that professional telephone answeringservices can appeal to large and small customersalike.
In Europe, the incentive for the development of telephone answering services lies notonly with firms who might provide such servicesprofitably, or with customers who mightobtain better telephone service at equal or lower cost and with less managementeffort,but also with the PTTs. On page 21 weidentify the PTTs☂ major problem as the need forhigh capital investmentin new plant. As a consequence, whilst the PTTs struggle to con-vert from the old technology to the new technology, they needto obtain the maximumutilisation from their existing investments. Unanswered calls are a plague to the PTTssince they consumeplant and line capacity but produce no revenue. (In Britain alonein1979 there were nearly 500 million non-effective calls.)
Webelieve that there is a market for telephone answering services in Europe, and thatthe PTTs must face the short-term need to encourageits growth. TAS bureaux needfacilities that only the PTTs can supply, such as incoming lines, key-and-lamp units, andmanual extensions.
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There is, however,a critical difference between the communication environmentsin the
United States and in Europe. The viability of the United States TAS industry depends on
the availability of remote concentrators. Any bureau, even the small ones,can thus seek
customers whose local exchanges are spread over a wide geographic area. Incoming
calls to a large numberof subscribers are intercepted and diverted to the bureau via a
small numberof leased lines. Remote concentrators thus provide a cheap link between
the bureau and its customers who may be served by different local exchanges. On
average, each TAS bureauis connectedto three remote concentrators, and in this way
the commercial catchment area of the bureau is widenéd. It is not yet clear what short-
term answer the European PTTswill proffer to meet this need, though a major announce-
ment by at least one PTT is known to be imminent.

THE CHANGING REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT
In the preceding section of this chapter we have shownthat the supply industry is not
short of innovatory products, and that users have a healthy interest in these products
provided they can see howto save or make moneyfrom them. Before these innovatory
products can comeinto widespread use in Europe, however, several changeswill need
to take place. Most of these changes are concerned with the policies of the European
PTTs, and in particular with the need for the PTTsto provide services that are commen-
surate with the growth of the voice communication industry.

The telephone answering service industry provides a clear example of the way in which
the European PTTs are unable to meet the needs of potential bureau operators. TAS
bureau operatorsin Europetold usthat the average lead time to provide a new customer
with a full secretarial answering service is between six and nine months. This lead time is
based on estimatesfor the installation of operator-controlled call-transfer facilities or
private external extensions. East Coast American TAS bureau operators can provide the
same service within 24 hours.
Such a comparisonis totally unfavourable to the PTTs in Europe, andit is unacceptably
glib unlessit also takes into account the severe investmentdifficulties faced by manyof
the European PTTs. They provide services more slowly not because they wish to, but
becausetheir capital funds do not permit them to do otherwise. The dilemmaof the PTTs
has been precisely summarised by one PTT spokesman asfollows:

☜Telecommunications developmentwill advance further in the next decadethatit has in
the whole of the previous 100 years. The current pace of change of technology and ser-
vice opportunities in telecommunications is unprecedented. The period of exploration
and slow advancement, whichfollows the birth of most new fields of endeavour, is over
and we have entered into an era of ever-accelerating change. It will be a period of great
excitement for those wrestling with the problems of bringing new technology to bear. It
will also be a period of great challenge for those reconciling the needto usethe latest
technologies as soon as they becomecost-effective, with the 20 billion dollars that this
PTT hasinvested in existing telecommunications plant ♥ investment that simply cannot
be discarded overnight.

☜Advancing technology will open the door to a new world in which the telecommunica-
tions networks of many countries will provide the basis for a host of new services and
facilities for both customers and controlling administrations.☝

Many people believe that the wayoutofthis dilemma is to deregulate the environmentin
which the PTTs operate but, at the present time, the United Kingdom is the only Euro-
pean country that has embarked on a deregulation programme. The basic philosophy of
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this moveis that the inadequaciesof telephoneservice in the United Kingdom stem from
the monopoly position of the PTT, and that the dynamic which is evident in the United
States telecommunications industry can be generated in a European country by
encouraging competition.
The deregulation programmein the United Kingdom has three main elements, which we
now describe briefly:
4. Licensing of alternative common carriers

The Governmentwill license a limited numberof alternative common carriers, who
will provide completely independent network services. At the time of writing it is not
officially known which organisations will receive suchlicences.Initially perhaps only
onelicencewill be issued, and the mostlikely candidate is the Mercury Service con-
sortium of Cable & Wireless, Barclays Merchant Bank and British Petroleum.

2. Attaching devices to the public network
The regulations governing the attachment of devices to the public networkwill be
madelessstringent. By making it easier to attach devicesto the public network, the
government believes that the flow of new terminal devices into the market will
increase.

3. Encouraging the development of value-added services
Value-added network services (such as private packet-switching systems operating
on the public network) will be encouraged.

Clearly risks are involved in the pursuit of deregulation. If the rules governing the attach-
ment of devices to the public network are eased, then inadequate or even dangerous
products mightfind their way into the market. Also, suppliers who lack sufficient re-
sourcesto build a long-term future, might be drawn into the United Kingdom market. In
addition, the indigenous communications industry mayfind its domestic market being
penetrated by overseas suppliers, while other countries maintain the same degree of
protectionism as has been normal in the past. There are genuine fears that, in a
deregulated environment, the technological edge and global reach of American and
Japanese companies might be usedto saturate the United Kingdom market with cheap
products, which will remain cheap only as long astheir British competitors survive.

Despite theserisks, the British government has judged that the benefits that deregula-
tion will bring are worth pursuing. It remains to be seen whetherthis British experiment
will succeed in securing a wider choice and better value for money for telecommunica-
tions☂ users and,if so, whether the example will be followed or ignored by other Euro-
pean governments. These are large questions which may take a decade or more to
answer.
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CHAPTER4

THE TREND TOWARDSDIGITAL TELEPHONY

Until the mid-1960s, all the apparatus connected to telephone networks waselectro-mechanical, and the transmission of calls across the network was based on analoguesignalling. Since that time telephone switching systems have been developedthatare, toall intents and purposes, indistinguishable from special-purpose computers. In suchsystems the switching from one circuit to anotheris controlled by a digital computer. Inaddition, digital transmission techniques are increasingly being used to transmit☁information☂ across the network. With digital transmission techniques, thereis in effectno difference betweena voicecall, the transmission of data, the transmission of a fac-simile document, or whatever. All these typesof information are presented to the net-work as a stream of bits to be transported across the network.
The first production model of a computer-controlled switching centre (known as No.1ESS) was developed by Bell Laboratories and entered public service in the United Statesin 1965. It was designed to handle a maximum of 65,000 lines and up to about 25,000calls in the busy hour. Since the advent of the No. 1 ESS, the capacity of computer-controlled switching systems has increased substantially: the systems that enteredservice in the late 1970s had a capacity of 130,000 lines and could handle up to 240,000calls in the busy hour. But the entry of digital technologyinto the public telephone net-work has had a much wider impact than that of simply increasing the capacity ofswitching systems.It has also led AT&T, and the rest of the telecommunications world,
to define the concept of the Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN). In this chapter
wefirst review the requirements of ISDNs and the progress that telephone administra-
tions are making in implementing them, and we then discussthe kind of services that
might be provided over the digital networks of the future.

INTEGRATED SERVICES DIGITAL NETWORKS(ISDNs)
AT&T defines the ISDN as ☁☁a public, end-to-end digital telecommunication network
providing for a wide range of user applications☂. Although such networks are already
partially in existence, the overall concept of the ISDNisstill sufficiently new and suffi-
ciently flexible to accommodate a myriad of ideas. The shapeof the world☂s future ISDNs
will be determined by the decisions that are now being taken about standards, about
investments and about regulation.
The main motivating force for the drive towards the ISDN is the search for economies
and flexibility. The economiesresult from the fact that many emerging new services are
digital in nature and can be integrated with existing services. It is not possible to predict
all the services an ISDN would carry, but the arrangement shownoverleafin figure 9 for
connecting a subscriber's premises to the ISDN indicates the wayin which the ISDNwill
provide accessto specialist information services and to specialist networks. The key
conceptis that a digital pipe provides the user with a transport capacity that is measured
in terms of a maximum bit rate at a standardised interface. The customer will aggregate
the different bit-rate capacities of different types of equipment at a control device that
interfaces with the digital pipe. Packet switching or circuit switching will be provided
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within the same pipe, and control information or signalling information will also bemultiplexed in the digital access pipe to instruct the serving centre how to unpack anddistribute the total bit stream.
AT&T and other telecommunication administrations are in broad agreement about the
general nature of an ISDN, and the functional requirements of the ISDNs now being
planned around the world include:

A variety of data speedsorbit rates.
A wide rangeof holding times.
A wide range of calling rates.
Economictransport of bursts of data as well as continucus data.
Customerability to control costs and services.
Fast call set-up and clear-downtime.
Low impairment and error rate.
Low data transfer delay times.
Various levels of secure. transmission.
A variety of service grades.

Whena telephone administration is designing an ISDN, it needs to ensure that the custo-mer/network interfaces are both simple and few. Many and complex interfaces would
 

Figure 9 ISDN local access arrangements
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mean higher costs and

a

lossofflexibility. In the ISDN layout shown in figure 9 the
customercontroller converts the customer☂s signals into a standard interface protocol.
The customer signals the type of service required, the networkitself converts the proto-
col for transport efficiency and then reconvertsit to the original protocolfor delivery to
the distant interface.
Different administrations may differ about the detailed arrangements for an ISDN, about
how an ISDN should be implemented, aboutthe interface definitions, about the speed of
network evolution and aboutthe prime services required. Progress towardsthe building
of ISDNs can, nevertheless, be measured by the progress made in digitising voice
telephony, because AT&T is confidentthat voicetraffic will, for the foreseeable future,
remain the dominant form of communicationtraffic.

Inthe United States, substantial progress has been madein digitising the public network.
(For example, there are now about 250,000 local loops employing digital technology.)
Transmission usinglightwave techniquesis also a fast-developing digital medium, and by
1984 AT&T expectsto have a 1,000-kilometre lightwave system in service on the Boston-
Washington corridor. A year earlier a 140M bit/s digital system on the coaxial cable route
between Oakland and Chicago is to be introduced, and digital switching to permit
alternative transmission of voice anddata(at 56kbit/s) over the public network may be
available within a few years.

In Europe, progress towardsdigitising the various national networksis naturally far from
uniform. The first European administration to commit itself to digitising its network was
the French PTT. A lightwave transmission system is already being used in Paris, and
 
Figure 10 National progress with introducing electronic switching
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after 1983 only digital switcheswill be ordered throughout France. In addition, an elec-
tronic telephone directory experiment (based on the French Antiope standard for video-
tex) involving some 250,000 terminalsis proposed for Ille de Vilaine. In the United
Kingdom an ISDN basedonthe System X family of products is planned, and the PTTsin
West Germany, Italy and Swedenareall committed to plans that will involve a greater
reliance on digital switching and digital transmission. Introducing a national digital net-
work is a time-consuming and capital-intensive activity. Figure 10 (on the previous page)
shows just how much (or how little) has been achieved in several countries.

SERVICES PROVIDED OVER DIGITAL NETWORKS
Most telecommunications engineers are reluctant to commit themselves to hard and
fast predictions about the kinds of services that might be provided overthe digital net-
works of the future. One American source, however, forecast the following annual
revenuesin the United States from extended services based on the telephone:

♥ Remote controls $27m
♥ Homesecurity $202m
♥ Homeshopping $39m
♥ Businesssecurity $79m
♥ Home banking $66m
♥ Continuing education $135m
♥ Information retrieval $54m
♥ Cable games $54m
♥ Meter reading $139m
♥ Researchpolling $14m

There is clearly a large market for non-voice (but telephone-based)digital services, and
this market must be very attractive to any telephone administration. In Europe and the
United States the existing national and local networks are of course valuable assetsthat
can beusedto provide such services. But the public networks have also been described
as an impediment to newer and moreintegrated services, and in some countries (and
perhaps in morein the future) they are open to competition. This competition takes the
form of radiowave transmission systems and broadband coaxial cable (or opticalfibre)
systems, and these competitive systemswill also be seeking a share of the market for
non-voice digital services.
The startling progress of cable networks in the United States must be a warning to the
European PTTs. By 1980 some 44 per cent of the 76 million television-viewing house-
holds in the United States were within reach of a cable, and 50 percentof those passed
were customers for at least a basic cable service. By 1985 it is expected that cable
systems will be available to almost two-thirds of American households. At the present
time, most of the cable systemsare restricted to 12 channels, and less than 2 per cent of
them havethe two-way capability needed for manyof the new applications. But the cable
industry in the United States is well awareofthe billion-dollar market described above
for information distribution and collection, and it plans to move to 54-channel (or even
108-channel) two-way cable systems.
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Cellular mobile communication services are also a potential contender for carrying the
new non-voice digital traffic. Cellular systems re-use the limited radio frequency band-
width that is available by transmitting only within a small geographical area. By their
nature, such systemsare well adapted for providing communications services to mobile
receivers (such as thosein cars), and statistics suggestthat there exists a large potential
market for such services. One of the telephone companies in the United States reports
that, although 87 per centof its mobile subscribers are business users, less than 2 per
cent of the total market is currently served. Given adequate businessjustification (and
one in four of its customers describe their car-phonesas a necessity) the market for
mobile servicesis likely to expand rapidly. (We describe radio transmission techniquesin
more detail in chapter 6.)
Digital services will also be provided over satellite communicationlinks, and the volume
of digital traffic using satellite links will grow dramatically in the next five years. Satellite
Business Systems Inc. is the forerunner in providing this type of service, but in 1980
alone authorisations werefiled or approved for 24 newsatellite services in the United
States. Most of these new services were aimedat satellite links between cities 800
kilometres or more apart. Significantly, however, the new satellite-based carriers are
being drawn inexorably into competition with the established telephone companies not
only for long-haul communications, but for local communications also.

For example, Satellite Business Systems Inc. will use coaxial cable systems or micro-
wave cellular systems to transmit signals between user terminals and a central node
(thatis, an earth station). The significance of adding local communication facilities such
as theseto long-haul satellite communicationlies in the extra markets that they open up.
At the satellite prices of the 1970s the only market open to the satellite carriers was to
provide direct delivery services to very large customers. Although this market was large
enoughto beinteresting, it was also somewhatlimiting. Since the 1970s, however, earth-
station economics have changed. On-site stations with a five-metre antenna now cost as
little as $50,000, and they can support network baud-rates as small as 256kbit/s (based
on a leased segment of a transponder, with the segmentation being effected by time-
division multiple access). Nevertheless, the smallest available segments may still
exceed the market need, and localdistribution using microwave systems is intended to
bridge the gap between the market need and what is available. The total package is one
of greatflexibility. Low-cost subscriber stations can serve a range of needs between 300
bit/s and 9,600bit/s, but (as in the Satellite Business Systems Inc. demonstration ser-
vices) they might also serve high-speed ports of 56kbit/s.

In addition to cable networks, satellite networks or microwave networks, local network
architectures such as Ethernet provide new options for information transfer within an
organisation. Thus the migration to digital technology provides new competition for the
telephone companiesnot just where it has always been expected, on the trunk network,
but also in local distribution. Despite these new formsof competition it is not easy to
foresee the day when economic pressure and advancingdigital technology will combine
to erode or destroy the empires of the telephone companies and the European PTTs.
With their networks already in place and offering vast unused potential, the established
carriers are well placed to meet the competition head-on. It is not inconceivable that, as
competitors stimulate the market and as users fight for a place onthe digital band-
wagon, the only certain beneficiaries will prove to be the established commoncarriers.

The existing analogue telecommunication infrastructure cannot be swiftly dismantled,
and becauseofthis someof the larger organisations are now considering a strategy that
would lead them to create their own☁digital☂ islands. For example, within a 50-kilometre
diametercircle in Pittsburg, the Westinghouse company has a total of 15,000 telephones
in 65 different locations. This ☁island☂ accountsfor about 15 per cent of the company☂s
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employees, and for a much higher percentage of its communicationstraffic. Westing-
house has placed a $26 million contract with GTE Telenet Systemsto convert this zone
into a private digital island. The system, to be called Wesdin, will incorporate 20 digital
PBXs, 4 tandemilocal switches and 16 end-office switches. The main operating features
of the Wesdin system include the concentration of operators, least-cost routeing, data
transmissionfacilities up to 56k bit/s and an external link provided by a Satellite Business
Systems digital connection. The progress of the Wesdin project will be watched with
keen interest both in America and in Europe.
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CHAPTER5

DEVELOPMENTSIN SUBSCRIBER APPARATUS

In chapter 3, weillustrated the overall trends that are occurringin the voice communica-tion industry by describing someof the new products that are emerging into the market.In this chapter we consider in more detail the changes that can be expected in thetechnology and the use of the most familiar component of a telephone system ♥ theapparently simple telephone handset. For convenience, we have divided the material in
this chapter into discussions of European developments and American developments.
This division does not mean that the two markets are mutually isolated ♥ indeed, the
reverseis the truth.

EUROPEAN DEVELOPMENTS
We begin this section of the report with a review of the progressthat is being madein
Europein introducing electronics into telephone handsets(that is, with the progress of
the so-called electronic telephone). We then offer a glimpseinto the future by describing
British Telecom☂s experimental Pathfinder system. Finally, we provide some pointers to
the way in which subscriber telephone apparatus in Europeis likely to develop in the
future.

Electronic telephones
The telephone handset is a mass-produced piece of equipment, and it would therefore
seem logical to displace its conventional electromechanical parts with standard elec-
tronic components. It is rather surprising, therefore, to see how slowly electronic
components have beenintroducedinto the handset. The only significant change that has
been madeto telephone handsetsin the last few decadesis that the rotary dial has been
replaced by push-button signalling circuits (although the rotary dialis still commonly
used in Europe). Other components, such as the carbon microphone, the inductive
speechcircuit, and even the bell, have remained virtually unchanged since the begin-
ning of telephony.

There are two reasons that explain why electronics has not been more widely used in
telephone handsets. Thefirst reason is that conventional technology has proved to be
highly durable and highly improvable. The second reasonis that, until the advent of
large-scale integrated technology, electronic telephones were technically feasible but
economically unattractive. The declining cost of LSI chips has loosened the economic
constraints, and telephone users are now increasingly aware of the benefits that
electronic telephones can provide. This awareness has been stimulated by the growing
knowledge of the services that can be provided by digital exchanges (both private and
public). However, conventional Strowger and crossbar exchangeswill continue in use
for many years yet, and someof the services that will one day be provided by digital
exchangescan be provided todaybybuilding ☁electronic intelligence☂ into the telephone
handset.
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In Europe,a joint team from Plessey, GEC and Philips has studied the design philosophy,
technology, features and operation of an electronic telephone. The team determinedthat the economic keyto an electronic telephoneis to reduce to a minimum the numberof custom chips required to provide the necessary functions. A modular approachis
therefore preferred, with the rotary dial and the carbon microphonebeingthefirst candi-
dates for electronic replacement.
Therotary dial will be replaced by an electronic keypad that can be used to generate oneof two typesofsignals. The first type replicates the function of the rotary dial by storingthe keyeddigits in an electronic buffer and then generating the familiar loop-disconnectpulsesasif they had originated from a rotarydial. Alternatively, an electronic keypad canbe used to generate multi-frequency tone signals, where each digit is represented by apair of frequencieswithin the audio band. Unlike loop-disconnectpulses, multi-frequencytone signals can be transmitted across the network and received atthe called party☂stelephone. Such signals can therefore be used (for example) for direct communication ofdata to a computer.
The carbon microphonecan be replaced by an electronic microphone, known as

a

lineartransducer microphone.The advantageofa linear transducer microphoneisthat it mini-mises the interference caused by external (and transient) electromagnetic fields,thereby minimising the clicks and bangs associated with the conventional microphonesused in telephones today. In addition, with an electronic microphone,a telephone usercan accidentally knock the handset against a desk or table without producing a deafen-ing clank in his own ear.
Electronic telephones enable a wide rangeoffacilities to be provided at realistic pricelevels. As a result, the main problem confronting the telephone suppliers and the PTTsisthat of selecting the facilities that telephone users can and will use. We now describebriefly three facilities that electronic telephones are likely to provide.
1. Repertory dialling

With a repertory dialling feature, an electronic telephone stores a pre-selected set oftelephone numbers that can be automatically recalled and dialled. The requirednumberis identified by pressing the appropriate buttons on the existing keypad, andadditional buttons are used toinitiate the recall sequence andto enter numbersintothe memory.A ☁try-again☂ feature can also be incorporated, where,at the push of abutton, the telephone automatically re-dials the last number manually attempted.
2. On-hookdialling

The on-hookdialling feature enables the user to make a call without lifting the hand-set off of its hook. The dial tone, the ringing tone and the voiceofthe called party areplayed back through a loudspeaker.
3. Subscriber unit meter

The subscriber unit meteris a feature of the electronic telephonethat is designed toincrease cost-consciousness. A small single-line display is used to show any one offive continuously monitored parameters:
♥ The numberof charge units logged so far for the current call.
♥ Thecost of the currentcall.
♥ The numberof charge units logged since the meter waslast reset to zero.
♥ The cost per charge unit for the current call.
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♥ The total cost logged since the meter waslast reset to zero.
The telephone user does not have to enter the charge rate becausethe subscriber
unit meter operates in response to meter pulses received from the exchange.

Electronic telephones can also be used to provide enhanced features for the class of
systems known as Plan telephone systems (or house exchanges). This class of system
lies between the normal residential arrangement (a direct exchangeline with one or
more extensions around the home), and the sophisticated PABXs of the large business
users. Plan telephone systems are used in smaller businessesorin the localoffices of
large firms, and they vary in size from one exchangeline with two telephonesto about
five exchange lines and ten telephones.

With conventional Plan systems, the most common means of using the facilities
provided has been by mechanical key-and-lamp units. Modern telephony now offers a
better solution in the shape of the Electronic Plan System, one important feature of
whichis that each telephoneis connectedto the central unit by two pairs of cables. (Con-
ventional Plan systems use multi-wire cable, which causes considerable disruption when
the layout of the system has to be changed.) Onepair of cables carries the speech and
signalling information, and the other pair is available for transmitting data between the
telephone andthe central unit. The data link permits the user to access the central unit☂s
features (such as repertory dialling and on-hook dialling). The link also permits the
central unit to signal information about the status oflines and telephonesfor display on
the users☂ telephones.

British Telecom☂s Pathfinder system

In the East Anglian region of Britain, about one hundred telephoneusersare todaytrying
out the telephoneof the future. They are a sceptical sample of users, because they are
all experts in voice telephony. They work at the British PTT☂s research centre at
Martlesham andtheir telephone system is known, appropriately enough, as Pathfinder.
The Pathfinder system provides a variety of supplementary services, which are
accessed by special codes that have been standardised by the CEPT (conference of
European PTTs). The codes use the normal 0 to 9 plus two control codes, * and #.A
service is activated by keying * followed by the service☂s two-digit code, and is con-
cluded by keying #. Literals, such as times or telephone numbers, are marked by keying
a further *.
At present, the Pathfinder system is not very different from a standard PABX. A main
objective of the experimental use of the system is, however, to determine the charac-
teristics of the optimum interface between the telephone user and the features that elec-
tronics and digital technology can provide. For example, it is knownthat the use of codes
to activate servicesis notoriously prone to errors. To overcome this problem the user
needs to be guided throughthe control procedure, and the Martlesham experiment has
been designedtotest the kind of guidancethat users prefer. The main danger isthat the
system may provide detailed guidance where none is needed. To overcomethis, there
are three possible approaches.Thefirst is to delay the guidanceuntil the user hesitates.
The secondis to provide the guidance only when it is specifically requested, and the
third is to. permit the user to override the guidance by simply dialling over it.

The experience gained at Martlesham has shown that users also need to know how the
exchange has respondedto a service request. This need, together with the need to
provide guidance to the user, means that much more information has to be fed back to
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the user than can be supplied by the normal audible tones. The Pathfinder system uses
voice feedback to meet these needs. Becauseof the speed and the range of responses
needed for a telephone system, conventional tape recorded messagesare not suitable,
and an automatic announcementsub-system has therefore been developedfor use with
the Pathfinder system. This sub-system uses a large numberof identical speech storage
segments, which are cycled in synchronism, and individual announcements are
assembled from these segments. In this way the telephone system can produce feed-backthat is very precisely tailored to the user☂s needs. If, for example, the user dials awake-up call, the system will read back the exact time requested. There is, however,
some evidencethat users react poorly to the incurable artificiality of synthetic speech.
As a result of their use of the Pathfinder system, the experts at Martlesham have beenable to forecast the range of telephoneservices that, in the current decade, will needsome form of message feedback system. Their forecast is shownin figure 11.
 

Figure 11 Services forecast to need a message feedback system
 

Service type Service description
 

Short code dialling Allows the customerto associate a long telephone number
with a short code thereby saving him the necessity of entering
the full telephone numbereach time he wishes to make a call
to that particular number.

Repeatlast call Sets up a repeat attempt to the last telephone numberthat
wasdialled. This service is of particular benefit when a
numberis found to be engaged uponthefirst attempt.

Repeat last stored call Enables the numberlast dialled to be stored forlater use,
thereby enabling the userto dial other telephone numbers
before making a repeat attempt at the stored call.

Alarm call Enables the customerto booka call to his own telephone at a
specified time. The maturing call can then be used as a
reminderor an alarm call.

Incoming calls barred Enables the customerto bar incoming calls to his telephone.
Outgoing calls barred Enables the customer to bar outgoing calls from his telephone.
Basic diversion service Diverts all incoming calls to another telephone.
No-reply diversion Diverts incoming calls to another telephoneif the call remains

unanswered for a specifed period of time.
Engaged diversion Diverts incoming calls to another telephoneif the called

telephone is engaged.
Call waiting Provides a means of answering an incoming call whenalready

engaged upona call.
Three party service Enables the customerto set up a 3-way conversation on his

telephone.
Remote control service Enables the customerto set up services on his telephone fromany other telephone.    

(Source: British Telecom Journal, Spring 1980)
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS IN EUROPE
The foregoing discussion of European developments in the technology anduse of tele-
phone subscriber apparatus provides somepointers to the kind of telephone systems
that will develop in Europe. We believe that the principal features of the telephone
system of the future will be as follows:
♥ Telephone instruments will incorporate larger displays than the single-line

displays used in someof the experimental systems. These large displayswill be
used, for example, to show more detailed charge information.

♥ The use of microelectronics in the telephone handset has madethe cordlesstele-
phonepossible.

♥ The continuing moveto digital exchanges (public and private) will make it more
attractive to convert from analoguesignalling to digital signalling in the telephone
instrumentitself.

♥ Two-waydigital transmission over local subscriber cables makesit possible over
existing cables either to offer the equivalent of today☂s four-wire telephone ser-
vice, or to enhance the voice channel with a simultaneous data channel.

♥ Public telephones in the future may be equipped with a powerful separate
channel which will be used both for signalling (thereby making many types of
enhancedservices possible), and for simultaneous data services such as video-
tex and facsimile.

We have focused our discussion on the appeal of the electronic telephonein the market-
place. However, it must never be forgotten that the telephone of the future must also
appealto the telephone administrations of the world. From their point of view, the most
attractive telephone instrumentis onethatis cheap and hascertain functions that make
it more usable. The telephoneof the future may therefore also incorporate the following
features:

♥ Theability to detect the type of exchange it is connectedto, so that it can gene-
rate loop-disconnect signals or multi-frequency tone signals as appropriate.

♥ The ability to access thefacilities of public digital exchanges by keying a single
button on the telephone instrument.

♥ Theability to test itself on command from the exchange.

AMERICAN DEVELOPMENTS
In the United States the development of advanced telephone instrumentsis part of a
larger battle in the market for private exchanges. Wetherefore begin our discussion of
American developments in subscriber apparatus by reviewing the developmentof the
market for stored program control PABXs. Wethen review the classes of telephone
instruments designed for use with those modern PABXs, concentrating in particular on
the new generationof integrated voice and data telephones.
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Stored program control PABXs
In the United States the traditional suppliers of PABXs are finding it hard to keep pace
with the developments of some of the newer entrants into the computerised PABX
market. Customers are demanding exchangesthat support additional functions such as
electronic mail, teleconferencing and electronic filing, and that also provide convenient
links to data processing files and videotexfiles. International Resource Development, a
market research company, recently stated that conventional suppliers such as WesternElectric, GTE and Northern Telecom werelosing their market share to the new vendorsof enhanced exchanges such as Rolm, Wescom/Rockwell, InteCom (an associate ofExxon) and Mitel. IRD argued that the market for private exchangesis notinfinite, but islinked to the replacement of obsolete equipment and the construction of new offices.The PABX marketof the middle 1980s is therefore expected to beintensely competitive.The key factor governing choice is likely to be the range of enhanced features andfunctions provided. IRD also expects that IBM will find this market too attractive toignore.
Stored program control PABXs began to dominate the market for new PABXs in 1975following the introduction of Northern Telecom☂s revolutionary SL-1 switch. AT&T☂sDimension and Rolm☂s CBX and a score ofother products quickly followed. The SL-1 andthe CBX are both digital devices. Yet the market leader (Dimension) is an analoguedevice. Many telecommunications experts in the United Statesfind it hard to reconcileDimension's success with their belief in the inherent superiority of digital systems.Perhaps AT&T☂s unique position both in the market and in manufacturing volumeexplains the paradox.
Nevertheless,it is generally agreed that digital PABXs capable of switching both voiceand datatraffic will be the standard for the future ♥ for AT&T andtherestof the supplyindustry. Digital systems that combine voice and data are alreadyin thefield from thosesuppliers (such as InteCom, Datapoint, Mitel and Lexar), who are less heavily weigheddown with installed-base responsibilities. (We review the Intecom and Datapointproducts below.) Meanwhile, Rolm and Northern Telecom have contrived to match theirnewly arrived competitors with ingenious upgrades. The United States market for PABXsis, without doubt, moving rapidly towards a concept that might be termed ☁super-connectivity☂, in which voice and data terminals are mingled in a plan conforming only tothe user☂s needs, and where the makeshift wirepulling now required for moves andchangesis consignedto the past. Weillustrate this trend by examining two products ♥InteCom☂s IBX and Datapoint☂s ISX.

1. InteCom☂s IBX
Intecom is an affiliate of Exxon, and its IBX wasthe first of a new generation ofprivate switches. Intecom says that the aim of the IBXis ☜☁to allow for the prolifera-tion of devices and systemsin today☂s multivendor environment and to eliminate con-straints in traffic, memory and real-time processing☂☂. No one can regard these aimsas less than ambitious. Each IBX extensionline consists of two pairs of wires capableof transmitting at 128k bit/s. This capacity is partitioned into 64k bit/s for digitisedvoice traffic, 8k bit/s for control signals, and the remaining capacity is used to trans-mit data from synchronous or asynchronous terminals at speeds ranging from 110bit/s to 56k bit/s.
The IBX is designed as a non-blocking switch with substantial computer power.It hasa maximum capacity of 4,000 ports, with one telephone and one data device per port.At its heart the IBX has a master control unit, with up to 16 interface multiplexorsspread aroundthe office. Each microprocessor-controlled interface multiplexor can
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handleup to 256 ports. It is interesting to note thatall traffic is transmitted in packets,
with priority given to voice packets (although a packetin this context is different from
the packet concept used in X.25 networks). InteCom is contractually committed to
develop protocol conversion routines for the IBX for a wide range of dissimilar
terminals.
The IBX provides telephone users with the following facilities:
_ The nameof an internal caller can be displayed on an (optional) alphanumeric

display that can be incorporated into the standard electronic handset.
♥ Each user has access to a 15,000-name telephone directory.
♥ Call progress assistance can be provided both by messages displayed on the

handset, and by verbal prompting from a speech synthesiser.

♥ For larger organisations, twin IBXs can belinked, although notall of the terminal
features are yet available on a processor-to-processor basis.

2. Datapoint☂s ISX
Computer suppliers in the United States have notoriously and perilously neglected
the market for voice communication. They have thus handicapped themselvesin the
race towards integrated voice and information systems. (This neglect stems partly
from the regulatory environmentin the United States. During a current court case,
executives of IBM ♥ the only major data processing company with a substantial
interest in the voice communication business ♥ werereportedly obliged bothto dis-
tance themselves from their company☂s European efforts in voice communication
and to describe the IBM 1750 and 3750 productsin verybelittling terms.) Datapoint
has been an exception to the prevailing myopia andtimidity of computer suppliers in
the United States. It introduced a family of products under the general nameofInfo-
switch, including a long-distance control system and an automatic call-distribution
system. By April 1981, Datapoint had quietly acquired a base of 1,000sites. It then
announced the ISX ♥ a voice/information switch with a capacity ranging from 100 to
20,000 terminals.

The terminals are linked to a microprocessor-controlled remote switching unit, with
each unit supporting up to 352 ports. A total of 60 remote switching units can be
linked to one central switching unit. The links from central to remote units may be
implemented at present by coaxial cable, and in the future by a rangeof technologies
including microwave links, infra-red links and satellite links. Data is transmitted on
these links at 4M bit/s in full duplex mode, and between one andfour links may be
used. The ISX may also be attached to Datapoint☂s local area network architecture,
ARC.
Atfirst sight, the ISX resemblesthe IBXin its functions, but there are important diffe-
rences in both function and market appeal, and these differences can helpto illumi-
nate the evolution of voice systems generally. In addition to standard handsets the
ISX also supports single-line electronic telephones. It also provides 20 program-
mable function keys (otherwise known asline keys) and a 24-character display. Elec-
tronic telephones can also be connected to a device called a data service unit, which
also contains a socket for any data terminal with a standard RS 232 connector.

The IBX and the ISX systemsillustrate the trend towards ☁super-connectivity☂ in the
United States, encompassing both voice and data communications. The differences
between the two systems, however, indicate the emerging choices for American tele-
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phoneusers. Both systemsprovide electronic telephoneswith optional features such asdisplaying the caller☂s name. Both permit the sharing of lines by electronic telephonesand data terminals, althoughthis sharingis effected via a separate unit in the ISX. Bothoffer links to electronic message systems, data capabilities up to 56k bit/s, tandemswitching, and well-conceived diagnostic and maintenancefacilities (including the sub-stitution of redundant.or malfunctioning equipment).
There are, however,significant differences between the two systems. In the IBX, theanalogueto digital conversionis carried out in the telephone handset, whereasin the ISXit is carried out in the line card at the remote-switching unit. The ISX can accommodateup to 20,000 ports, whereas the IBX can accommodate 4,000 port units with twoterminals per port. The IBX is a non-blocking switch, with the fibre-optic links betweenthe remote and central elementsof the system ableto transmitat a rate farin excess ofa full simultaneous load on every terminal. For these reasons, the IBX does not need toconcernitself with traffic balancing. In contrast, the ISXlinks its central and remote unitswith 4M bit/s channels, each of which can handle 62 transmissions at 64kbit/s. With upto four suchlinks possible, traffic analysis is required to determine the economicleveloflinkage. It is in fact possible to achievefully non-blocking status with the ISX, but the useof four links reduces the port capacity of each remote switching unit to 232.
The mostsignificant difference between the two systemslies in their approachto proto-col conversion and the market perception that this implies. InteCom emphasises theability of the IBX to provide communication between dissimilar terminals. Datapointstates only that the ISX will permit connection of foreign, but mutually compatible,terminals. Time will tell whether InteCom has over-estimated the user☂s demand formixed terminal populations, or whether Datapoint has unduly restricted the user☂sfreedom to mix-and-matchterminals. Webelieve that, in the future, Datapoint will alsoprovide protocol conversion capabilities in the ISX.
Telephone equipment
In the United States, three classesof telephonesare associated with the stored programcontrol exchange. Thefirst is a basic telephone with the standard 12-button keypad, oreven a rotary dial for use where only the basic voice service is required. However, the12-button keypad is a poor medium for accessing the features available on a modernPABX. The secondclassof telephoneis the so-called executive telephone, for which thefollowing more-or-less standard profile now exists:
♥ It has local memory, which is used for access aids such as speeddialling.
♥ It has between 10 and 30 programmable function keys.
♥ It has a single-line alphanumeric display of between 12 and 24 positions. This dis-play is used for messages, identification of the calling party, account codes, callduration, feature status, etc.
♥ It has a loudspeaker, and either a connector for a data terminal or

a

link toaseparate unit with such a connector.
Oneanticipated extension to the executive telephoneis the ability to initiate features andfunctions by voice command. Voice recognition technology has recently declinedsharply in cost, and makesit feasible to incorporate limited-vocabulary, isolated-word,speaker-trained response systemsinto the executive telephone.
Thethird class of telephoneis a subsetof the executive telephone with fewer keys andno display.
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Thereis also a new generation of voice/data telephones emerging in the United States.
Manysuppliers are developing such telephones, and the Displayphone currently on offer
from Northern Telecom in a limited markettrial is typical of these instruments.In addi-
tion to normal voice telephony, the Displayphoneprovidesfacilities for message func-
tions and information retrieval. Its features include a voice telephone,a typewriter key-
board in a pull-out drawer, modems(which are 300 bit/s versions in the trial) and a CRT
display with either 40 or 80 characters per line. It also hasfive ☁soft☂ keys whose func-
tions can be changed as needed. Up to 81 names and numbers can bestoredin the Dis-
playphone☂s telephone directory, and these numbers. can be retrieved for automatic
dialling. The Displayphone can issue reminders, and can also store and retrieve
messages at designated times. It notifies the user of an incoming message (or a
reminder) by meansof an audible tone ora flashing light. For concurrent voice and data
usage, the Displayphone is connected to the exchange by two telephonelines.

An expected nichefor this type of telephoneis, however, in conjunction with a PABX
such as the SL-1, where simultaneous voice and data operation is provided over two
pairs of wires, and where the PABX☂sintelligence will enhancetheutility of the terminal.

SUMMARY
In this chapter, we have quoted several examples of developments, both in Europe and
the United States, whichillustrate the ways in which telephone subscriber apparatus will
evolve. From these examplesit is clear that telephone userswill face in the future a wide
and almostbaffling array of choice. Higher reliability and more functions are both avail-
able ♥ but at a price. The task both of suppliers and telecommunication administrations
is to ensure that the range of choiceis well balanced between the cheap, basic products
and the expensive, fully-featured offerings.
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CHAPTER 6

DEVELOPMENTSIN TRANSMISSION TECHNOLOGY

From an investment point of view, and from the viewpoint of the larger user, theeconomicsof transmissionis a critical consideration. From 1950 to 1980 the falling costof analogue trunk transmission reflected improvements in semiconductor performance,andthis reduction(in relative capital cost per circuit-kilometre of coaxial cable systems)is shownin figure 12. In addition to the advances in technologythat increasedtheeffec-tive bandwidth of the transmission medium, savings in materials also arose from themove from 9.5mm to 4.4mm diameter coaxial cable. The figure showsthat a sevenfoldreduction in the cost per circuit was achieved in these three decades.
During the last ten yearsof the period the merits of digital transmission for trunk routeswas keenly debated. Digital transmission uses more bandwidth than analogue transmis-sion, and atfirst sight the trend to digital technology may appear counter-productive.Digital transmission is attractive, however, becauseof the overall increase in systemperformancethatit produces whenit is usedin conjunction with digital switches.In parti-cular, digital transmission allows for the easy and rapid insertion of signalling channelsinto the digital bit-stream. Digital transmission makes economic sense only whenit isused in conjunction with digital switching systems.
In this chapter, we examine four developments that will affect the wayin which voicecommunicationtraffic will be transmitted in the future. First, we review thestate-of-the-art of optical technology. We next assess the impact that the continuing developmentsinsatellite technology will have on transmission systems, and wethen discuss the types ofvoice services that radio transmission makespossible. Finally, we discuss the relevanceof the emerging local area network technologies to voice transmission systems.

OPTICAL TECHNOLOGY
Optical technology includes not only optical fibres but also the electro-optic andinte-grated-optic technologies that are needed to produce the devices used in associationwith fibres. Early experiments with optical fibres were both successful and revealing.Early in 1977, two ITT affiliates in Britain installed an experimental optical fibre systemthat operated at 140M bit/s over a 9-kilometre span, with repeaters at 3-kilometreinter-vals. This experimentallink was used until November 1980 both for voice telephony andfor digital television experiments. The experiments were successful, but were abruptly(and ironically) curtailed when one of the fibres was accidentally severed as a newcopper cable wasbeing inserted into the same duct.
Sincethe early experiments, steady progress has been madein the technology offibres.Mostof the researcheffort has been focused on the two fundamental variables ♥ thewavelength ofthelight that is transmitted, and the geometryof the fibres themselves. Theaim of the researchis to minimise the absorption and dispersion of light pulses so thatfewer repeaters are neededin the cable. The early experiments used an optical wave-length in the region of 850nm, because the only lasers and detectors then availableoperated at that wavelength. However, it is now knownthat the absorption characteristics
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 Figure 12 Relative capital cost per circuit-kilometre
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at a wavelengthof 1,300nm (or 1,500nm)are an order of magnitude better than at 850nm,
and these higher wavelengths are nowlikely to be used for trunk landlines. There are three
competing types of geometryfor the fibres themselves (single-modefibres, stepped-index
fibres and graded-indexfibres); their relative merits are explained overleaf in figure 13.

Figure 14 (on page 41) showsthe typical potential improvement(in terms of repeater
spacings)of opticalfibre systems compared with copper cable systems.Thefigure shows
that, using a wavelength of between 1,260nm and 1,600nm andtransmitting at 34.368M
bit/s, the repeater spacing is as muchas80kilometres. This isa dramatic improvement on
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 Figure 13 Optical fibre geometries and their relative merits
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2. In stepped-index fibres, the refractive index changes abruptly at the core/cladding interface.With graded-index fibres, however, the refractive index of the core is adjusted so thatallmodeshave virtually the samevelocity along the fibre, thereby reducing greatly modal dis-persion.

 

the 3-kilometre spacing in the 1977trial mentioned above. At a wavelength of 1,550nm,extremely low losses and very large bandwidths have been achieved, leading to an actualrepeater spacing of 100 kilometres.
With repeater spacingsas large asthese, optical underwater systems begin to be feasible,and interest has recently been shown in submarinefibre links as an alternative to cables orsatellites. For example, Bell Laboratories has recently completed a design study of a sub-marine fibre system that could combine the advantagesof cheapness and ruggednesswith digital transmission. The system, designed to operate across the Atlantic Ocean,would be 6,500 kilometresin length and would operateat depths downto 6.5 kilometres. Itwould employ a single-mode gallium-arsenide laser operating ata wavelength of 1,300umover a monomodefibre with a 10um core. The expected repeater spacing would be 35kilometres and the expected system life would be 24 years, with a mean time betweenrepair dives of 8 years. The practicality of such a cable has also been demonstrated byStandard Telephones and Cables, who has beenoperating an underwaterfibre system at
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Figure 14 Repeater spacings for copper cable andfibre optic transmission systems
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Loch Fyne in Scotland since 1980.This cable is claimed to have shown the necessary
qualities (such as a high strength-to-weight ratio, minimal elongation to avoid snapping the
fibre, high resistance to hydrostatic pressure and flexibility in installation) to enableit to
compete with existing submarine cable technology.

In addition to trunk and junction cables, subscriber connections also are now candidates
for fibre applications. In existing communication networks the subscriber lines account for
some40 percentof the total cost. Thus any reductionsin the cost of subscriberlinks are
highly attractive. Moreover, if the subscriber of the future is to have accessto the kindof
services we describe in this report, then a different sort of connection than the current
narrow-bandlink will be essential. Services such as video transmission, stereo sound
transmission, videotex, teletex, facsimile, and so forth, could be provided byfull duplex
transmission via one fibre (or perhaps twofibres). Such a system would provide usable
bandwidth up to 100MHz,which could be partitioned into several narrow-band and broad-
band services.

Optical fibres with an analogue bandwidth of 100MHz, ard with very low harmonicdistor-
tion and a signal-to-noise ratio of more than 50dB, have been demonstrated overdis-
tances of 5 kilometres. In urban areas the average length of a subscriberline is less than
5 kilometres, and a line length of 8 kilometres includes more than 97 percentofall sub-
scribers.If optical fibres such as those just mentioned are used for subscribers☂lines,
then the needfor repeaters simply disappears. AEG-Telefunken has specified an optical
subscriber line that allows for telephonetraffic to be transmitted together with two tele-
vision and two stereo channelsovera pair of fibres. The secondfibre can also be used
for narrow-bandreverse transmission and can thus be used (among other purposes) as a
signalling channel to choose from a menu of services.
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Whenbi-directional transmission is required, it has so far been necessary to employ twofibres. Attempts are being made, however, to permit a single fibre to be used for two-waycommunication by means of wavelength multiplexing, with the two sourcesinjectingsignals into the fibre at different wavelengths.
Optical technology has many advantages, and to concludethis section welist the mostimportant ones:
♥ Optical fibres are immune from electromagnetic interference and from crosstalk.
♥ Optical systems are free from the problems of earthing.
♥ Optical fibres are small both in size and weight.
♥ Optical systems are safe in a combustible environment, and they are immunetolightning, to electrical discharges and to electrical hazards if they are acci-dentally cut.
♥ Opticalfibres areflexible and strong, and they are resistant to high temperaturesand to nuclearradiation.

With these advantages,thereis clearly an important placefor optical transmission tech-nology in communications in the years ahead.

SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY
In chapter 3 (on page 9), we referred to the inauguration in 1956ofthefirst transatlanticcable telephonelink, Tat 1. By 1965, a total of 57 cable routes had beenbuilt across thebeds of the world☂s seas and oceans. They provided a total of 4,200 international andinter-continental circuits, which is small enough by today☂s standards but was a hugeleap forward from the days of high-frequencyradiolinks. Yet in that same year of 1965,two years before submarine technology wasto turnto the transistor repeater, a threat tothe dominanceof cable technology came (quite literally) over the horizon when the EarlyBird satellite was launched. The advance ofsatellite technology wasso rapid thatfullglobal coveragebytheIntelsat system was achieved only three yearslater.
The global satellite network enabled many countries, particularly in the Third World, tosecure good-quality international circuits for the first time. The relatively sparse anddiversetraffic streams of such nations meantthat they could rely entirely upon satellitelinks. But nations with heavier traffic volumes ♥ especially those already using the sub-marine cables ♥ recognised in satellites a potent medium for route diversification.Public awarenessof the potential for satellite transmission was also stimulated by afeature that cables could not provide ♥ simultaneous worldwidetelevision coverage.
In the United States, the clash between submarine and Satellite technologieswasbitter,and it was seriously questioned whether submarine technology would surviveat all. Aprotracted investigation by the FCC into disputes between the established carriers andComsat (Communications Satellite Corporation) resulted in an apparent victory forComsat. But in 1970 submarine technology respondedwiththe first transistorised broad-band transatlantic cable (Tat 5), built between the United States and Spain, andthisdevelopment marked the beginning of a technological race between satellite and subma-rine technologies.
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Between 1965 and 1970 three generationsof satellite, each more powerful thanthelast,
were placedin orbit by Intelsat. The cable industry responded by increasing the circuit
capacity of submarine systemsby factorof ten in the decade from 1967. The wideband
cable designs that brought about this increase provided reductions both in the capital
cost per circuit and in operating costs. For cable systems, the average investment per
addedcircuit has fallen from $150,000 in 1960 to one-tenthof that figure in 1978. During
the same period, the numberof cable systems installed has grownbya factor of 36 (in
termsof circuits) from 60 in 1960 to 2,200 by 1978. Those whobelieved that the FCC
ruling signalled the demise of submarine cable technology had rapidly to revise their
ideas. In fact, the progress of submarine technology since 1965 makesan excellent case
history of the way the advent of a competing technology can stimulate developments in
another.
At the end of 1980 the world☂s submarine cable network comprised nearly 200 systems,
totalling some 140,000 nautical miles and providing over 136,000 circuits. The forcing
ground for the submarine cable industry was the medium-haulroutes of Europe and the
Mediterranean basin, where nearly three-quarters of the world☂s submarine capacity is
concentrated. The successof this technology has beena vital element in the growth of
international subscriber dialling facilities, which are much better in Europe than in most
other parts of the world.
The growth of the satellite industry has not dissuaded either the FCC or the European
PTTs to renounce submarine cable transmission systems. Tat 7, with a capacity of 4,000
circuits, is plannedfor implementation by 1983. Of the $2.8 billion invested in the world☂s
submarine cable systems, nearly half has beeninvestedin the last five years. Published
plans accountfor a further investment of $500 million, with $200 million of this allocated
to Tat 7 alone. We have already indicated that there maybe further benefits to be de-
rived from submarine optical technology.All in all, satellite technology hassignally failed
to eliminate the undersea cable, as some so confidently predicted it would.
The satellite designers meanwhile concentrated their major thrust towards providing
large circuit capacity over long-haul routes (for example, from the United States to
Europe), whilst also offering the ability to handle low-volumediversetraffic elsewhere. In
the mid-1960s, the Intelsat| satellite provided only a few hundred telephonecircuits. By
the mid-1980s, Intelsat V will provide 12,000 circuits, and by the late-1980s Intelsat VI
will provide about 35,000 circuits. Perhaps the growthofthe Intelsat network would have
been even fasterif satellite costs had fallen as quickly as someof the early optimists
predicted. Nevertheless, by the end of 1980 the Intelsat network was carrying some 60
per centof the world☂s intercontinental traffic. In the 17 yearsit has existed, Intelsat has
extended its services to over 140 countries and territories, the numberof satellite cir-
cuits carrying international traffic has grown from 75 to more than 17,000 and the costto
the customerof a circuit has fallen to one-sixth of its 1965 level.

So far the satellite industry has found an ever-growing demandfor its services. This
demand has been metby increasingthe capacity ofindividualsatellites or by introducing
multiple satellites. Most satellites have operated at frequenciesin the 4 to 6GHz range,
but there is now a distinct shortage oforbital slots for satellites operating at these fre-
quencies. Another problem with this frequency rangeis that it may interfere with terres-
trial microwave systems,and satellite antennae must therefore be positioned away from
the centres of microwave activity ♥ but these are the business and industry centres
where satellite operators are mostlikely to find their potential customers. Intelsat☂s
satellite for the 1980s (Intelsat V) will therefore supplement the 4 to 6GHz frequency
band with a band operating at 11 to 14GHZz. It will also employ new transmission tech-
niques, such as dualpolarisation to permit two sets of signals to be transmitted simul-
taneously on the samefrequency. Using these techniques, Intelsat V has about twice the
capacity of its immediate predecessor (Intelsat IV-A).
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To some extent, however, Intelsat☂s plans have been overtaken by events. Market fore-casts suggest that someIntelsat V satellites (for example, the primary vehicles in theIndian and Pacific regions) may be overloaded well before the end oftheir seven-yearlife. Thus, there is an incentive also to increase capacity through improvementsin earthStation procedures as well as by upgrading the satellite. The answerto this problem,Intelsat hopes, is the use of time-division multiple access and digital speech inter-polation. Intelsat plans totriple the capacity of an 80MHz transponder by meansof thesetwo techniques.
Another developmentthat will increase the transmission capacity of satellite systemsisthe use of scanning (or spot) beams. This developmentwill allow the same frequencytobe ☁re-used☂ several times for different applications. Conventional satellites dispersetheir signals overa relatively wide area (known as the footprint). To prevent the antennaebeam of a satellite overlapping with other beams using the same frequency, earthstations need to be about 1,600 kilometres apart. A scanning beam has a much smallerfootprint, and several beamsall using the same frequency can therefore be focusedintoadjacent, but non-overlapping areas. Bell Laboratories estimates that 10 beamsof thesame frequency could operate in the United States without interfering with each other.
Because a scanning beam is accurately focused onto a particular antenna, the beamcan be transmitted at relatively low power comparedwith conventional satellites. Thislower powerrequirement producesadditional benefits in thatit can reducethe weight ofthe satellite and the launch vehicle. Alternatively, the present level of transmissionpower could be used for scanning beams, and this would mean that the diameter ofearth-station antennae could be reduced from 30 feet to 10 feet. Bell Laboratories seesthe availability of less costly and less bulky antennae as the key to a mass marketforsatellite transmission services.
In the United States, the growthin satellite transmission Capacity continues unabated. Atthe end of 1980, the FCC sanctioned a doubling of the nine domestic satellites then inorbit. The competitionfor orbital slots is acute, however; figure 15 showsthe present andplannedpositions of the American and Canadian domestic satellites in the 4 to 6 and 12to 14GHz bands.Theslot positions are shownin degrees Westlongitude. The minimumspacing for the new satellites is 4 degrees, or 5 degrees for the Canadian Anik series.Thus, the current round of FCC approvals entirely fills the orbital slots for the 4 to 6GHzband, although the FCCis considering a reduction in spacing to 3 degrees. Whilstit istrue that the 12 to 14GHzslots arelessfully assigned, no one knowsfor how long this willcontinue.
In the rush to occupytheseslots in space, AT&Tis planning to spend $230 million tolaunch and operate three Telstar satellites in 1983, 1984 and 1986. Thesewill replacethree existing Comstarsatellites leased from Comsat. In its own satellites, AT&T plans tointroduce some improvements in technology, including better batteries, which areexpected to lead to a 10-year life for the satellites. Also, transpondercapacity will beincreased from 1,500 analoguecircuits to 1,800. Alternatively, transponders may beused for 30 data channels each operating at 1.544M bit/s, compared with 24 datachannels with existing transponders. It is interesting, and perhaps of the utmost com-mercial significance, that this new generation of AT&T satellites does not exploit thescanning-beam technology tested by Bell Laboratories. AT&T may feel that it hasenough features to compete in the present market, and can afford to keep scanning-beam technologyin its arsenal for the next round of approvals. Whatever the outcome,thereis little doubt that the battle now about to take place 23,000 miles abovethecitiesand towns of America will have resounding implications in Europe and throughout theworld. (A review of Europeansatellite developments, given by Larry Blonstein at the 8thFoundation Management Conference held in January, 1980,is contained in the trans-cript of that conference.)
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 Figure 15 Present and plannedpositions for American and Canadian domestic satellites

 

 

 

Slot Satellite Launch date

4 to 6GHz
143 Satcom 2R | September 1983
139) Satcom 1R March 1983
136 Satcom 1 In orbit
135 Hughes 1982
131 Satcom 3R In orbit
128* Comstar D1 In orbit
2m Comstar D4 In orbit
123:5 Westar 2 In orbit
123 Westar 5 (2R) August 1982
119 Satcom 2 In orbit
ioe SPCC 1983
104-114 Anik (Canada) Various
99. Westar 1 In orbit
99 Westar 4 March 1982
95 Comstar D2 In orbit
95 Telstar 301 1983
91 Westar 3 In orbit
91 Adv. Westar 1983
87 Comstar D3 In orbit
87 Telstar 302 1984
83 Satcom 4 In orbit
(9) Adv. Westar 1983
74 Hughes 1982
70 SPCC 1983

12 to 14GHz
106 SBS-1 In orbit
128 SBS-2 Not known

4103 or 106 GSAT-1 Not known
100 or 103 GSAT-2 Not known

119 SPCC 1983
70 SPCC 1983    
 

* = Will move to 95° West longitude as a backup satellite.
**= Also to be used at 12 to 14GHz.
R =Replacementsatellite.
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RADIO TRANSMISSION TECHNOLOGY
No discussion of voice communications technology would be complete without anassessment of radio transmission technology. The market for radio communication ishuge,andit includes some applicationsthat are beyond the scopeof this report, such asmaritime communications and military systems. In this section of the report werestrictour discussion to the use of radio transmission technology for providing terrestrial ser-vices to mobile subscribers, such as users of car telephones.
Many enterprises (including emergency services, and commercial and industrial firms)use mobile radio voice services to support their operations, and the equipment marketfor such applications is expanding worldwide by about 10 per cent per annum. As withSatellites, the main constraint on the growth of radio services is the shortage of band-width. Mobile radio applications competefor every part of the frequency spectrum withbroadcasters, fixed-service providers, satellite services, radio astronomers, and agrowing armyof radio amateurs. At the World Administrative Radio Conference (WARC)held in Geneva in 1979, the mobile radio contingent won some modestgains. But theresimply is not enough spectrum capacity to meetall the needs of mobile radio services,and the operators of such services are forced to find ways of making better use of theavailable spectrum.
One option that has been suggestedis to ration the available frequencies by price. Theargumentis thatif public and private organisations rented frequencies from their govern-ments, efficient usage would be encouraged. Anotheroption is to minimise the on-airtime of bandwidth users by encouraging them to use standard numerical codes forroutine messages. The use of such codesis almost as old as radio itself, but a moremodern methodis to use tonesignals for routine messages. Even more recent methodsof making more efficient use of bandwidth are selective calling systems and digitalsystems. Selective calling uses a unique multi-frequency code to actuate tuned reedrelays at the mobile station, so that only the desired recipient is called. Digital systemsemploy coded messages, and each mobile unit has a set of numbered buttonsto corres-pond with a range of responses. With digital systems, messages can be pre-assembledand then transmitted in less than one second.
The so-called ☁ultimate digital solution☂ to the radio bandwidth problem is to equipallmobiles and basestations with keyboards and screens so that every message can beassembled and edited beforeit is transmitted. Messagescould then be transmitted andreceived in times that are much shorter than the times taken to transmit the correspond-ing voice messages. However, the disadvantages of such a solution, in terms of costandthe skill required to operate the system, andthe loss of immediacy, seem to detractfrom the basic advantages of radio communication.
The bandwidth constraint meansthat the available bandwidth needsto be sharedbydif-ferent classes ofusers, and this can be achieved in several ways. For example, in somelarge countries the international marine frequencies are usedin inland areas remotefrom the sea. The most realistic way of sharing bandwidth, however, involves thetrunking of calls. In such a scheme, several users share a limited numberofcircuits, onthe basis that only a few of the subscribers will wish to make a call at any given time.Circuits are, in effect, loaned to a user whilst he or she is busy, and they are thenreturned to the circuit pool. Several research projects have shown that trunked systemscan accommodate upto six times as many users as non-trunked systems.
An alternative wayof sharing bandwidthis to use several channels that all operate on thesame frequency but are geographically separated. (The principle of this technique isvery similar to the scanning satellite beams we have already mentioned.) A technique
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 Figure 16 Cellular structure for a 7-channel mobile telephone system

 

(Source: Communications Engineering International, December 1980)
 

known asthecellular (or honeycomb)structure is becoming popularin urban mobile tele-
phone systemsthat use the higher UHF band. Figure 16 shows such a structurefor use
with seven separate channels. If each circle in the figure has a radius of 15 kilometres,
any single channel can be re-used without significant interference after a separation of
70 kilometres.
Developments in radio technologyitself are also leading to a moreefficient use of band-
width by reducing the bandwidth required to transmit a signal. In the 1950s, channels
with a bandwidth of 100kHz were common,but this has been reduced progressively to
12.5kHz in the VHF band and to 25kHz in the UHF band. A further halving in the UHF
band is already on the horizon; in France, for example, it has been decided that all
national frequencies will be spaced at 12.5kHz intervals. A move to 6.25kHz in the VHF
band is also a possibility, and the British company Marconi demonstrated 6.25kHz
channel spacing as long ago as the mid-1970s.

The bandwidth requirement can also be reduced by a technique knownassingle side-
band transmission, where part of the signal is suppressedat the transmitter, and is then
reinstated by the receiver. In addition, this technique offers a gain in effective trans-
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mitter output power and improved signal-to-noise ratio. The only major disadvantageisthatit requires more complex equipment. Sofar, the impact of the single sideband tech-nique in the marketplace has been muted. The argumentsfor and against the techniqueare both complex and technical.
More economic overall usage of bandwidth can also be achieved by using differentfrequencies for the transmission and the reception of messages. Two-frequencysystems permit multiple systems to be sited adjacent to each other, because the basetransmitters are allocated discrete blocks of frequencies that are spaced in such a waythat they do notinterfere with the frequencies at which the receiversareset.
For ordinary telephoneusers, perhaps the mostvisible application of radio technologyinvoice communication systems is the car telephone. Mobile Automatic Telephone Sys-tems (MATS)are now planned in many countries, including Japan, Scandinavia and theUnited States.In the past, one of the most serious problems confronted by such systemswasthatof locating the whereabouts of a mobile receiver. In an earlier German system,failure to resolve this difficulty resulted in 80 per cent of the calls originating from thedriver. Modern systems are planned to overcomethis problem. The Scandinaviansystem, for example, is based on modified AXE exchanges known as Mobile RadioTelephone Exchanges (MTXs). Base stations are grouped in traffic areas, and eachstation in an areais linked to a single MTX. Mobiles are registered in a given MTX area,and when a mobile subscriberis called an ordinary telephone numberis used. The MTXfirst tests whetherthe called mobile is registered with it and,if so, the MTX calls all itsbase stations in parallel. When the mobile receiver acknowledgesthecall, the MTX setsup the call through the appropriate base station. When a driver passes from his regis-tered area into that of another MTX, the temporary host MTX is informed overa callchannel and, in turn, informs the parent MTX of the whereaboutsofits lost child.Automatic hand-over from one MTX to another takes place without interrupting a callthat may be in progress.
The biggest problem of mobile telephony is traditionally that of quality. With theScandinavian system, the transmission quality is tested whilst a call is in progress bymeans ofa pilot tone, whichis transmitted to and from the mobile receiver. When thesignal-to-noise ratio of the pilot tone falls below a certain level, the MTX commissionsother nearby base stations to conductsignal strength tests. The MTX can thus determineif another station can provide a better-quality signal.
The problems caused by the spectrum famine are assuming ever-more serious magni-tude for the radio engineers, andfor this reason the future for mobile voice communica-tion systemsis far from clear. In the view of Professor Gosling, one ofthe leading expertsin the field of mobile systems, the key to overcoming the spectrum famineis the availa-bility of a low-cost vocoderthat could digitise speech for transmission at low data rates.If speech could be adequately transmitted at 2,400 bit/s (or less), then the future formobile voice systems would be more promising.

LOCAL AREA NETWORK TECHNOLOGY
In the same way that the ISDN promisesto deliver a range of digital services to the com-munications user on the national scale, so at the local level advancesin technologypromise new services and new economies. The problemsof implementing

a

digital net-workat the corporate level are great enough, yet they are dwarfed by thosethat arise atthe national level. Thus the benefits of certain digital services are more readily availableto companiesthan to whole nations. The chosenvehicle for the delivery of such servicesis known as the local area network, and competing products and philosophies are nowbecoming available for the user to evaluate.
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All of these local area network products and philosophies have certain common charac-
teristics. They use digital transmission techniques, and their internal operating speeds
range from about 1M to 10M bit/s. The topological range of a local area network em-
braces devices that can be about 2,000 feet apart, although separate local area net-
works may be interconnected to extend this range.
One way to classify local area networksis by physical topology. The resultant classes
include broadband cable systems such as Videodata, baseband cable systems such as
Ethernet and ring systems suchas XiNet. But such a classification is misleading from the
user☂s viewpoint, becausesimilarities of specification may be more important than dif-
ferences in implementation. From the user☂s viewpoint the most helpful distinction is
between open and closed networks. An open network is one to which many kinds of
devices can be attached. Examples of open local area networks include Net/One and
Polynet. In contrast, a closed networkis intended to be used only by the vendor's own
computers and terminals. Examples of closed local area networks include Datapoint☂s
ARC and Prime☂s Ringnet.

One of the most commonattractions of a local area networkis its ability to interconnect
and provide access to many different digital devices. However, modern electronic
PABXs are now ableto provide similar facilities, and many organisations are uncertain
as to whether voice and data transmission should be integrated via a PABX network or
via a local area network. In the remainder of this section, we concentrate on the prob-
lems associated with using a local area network for voice communication. Weshall
return to the subject of local area networks in more detail in Foundation Report No. 28.

Before speech can be transmitted via a local area networkit mustfirst be digitised, andit
is tempting to think of the ensuing bit stream asjust anotherkind of data. Digital speech
transmission, however, has some rather peculiar requirements, compared with the
transmission of other data. Voice information must be delivered in a very short time
(preferably in less than a quarter of a second)and, to avoid distortion, the transmission
delay must not fluctuate. On the other hand, someloss of data is acceptable, because
the human ear can compensate for surprisingly large losses. The requirementsfor digital
speech transmission are easily metby the type of circuit-switching systems used in com-
puterised PABXs, and thebit stream representing the digitised voice communication is
decoded and played out through the telephoneasit is received.

Some local area network architectures also have a basic transmission system that
comes close to meeting the requirements of voice communication. For example, the
minipackets used in the Cambridge Ring could be used to carry one speech sample.
These minipackets are subject to only small variations in transmission times, and these
variations can be compensatedfor by using quite small buffers in the telephones. Other
ring network architectures operate in a similar way, and the Hasler Silk product doesin
fact offer PABX facilities ♥ but at a very high price.

Most local area network architectures, however, constrain the network to transmit
speech samplesin packets, each of which contains several hundreds of samples. The
transmission time is therefore increased and, becausethe packetlength is variable, the
variations in transmission times are also much greater than with ring architectures.
Although voice transmission has been demonstrated with Ethernet, it is much more
complex to achieve thanit is with a suitable ring architecture. It is also much more prone
to interference from transmissions by other devices attached to the network. These
problems can probably be overcome but, despite this, the economics of using an
Ethernet-type of architecture for pure telephony is unfavourable. We believe that, for at
least the nextfive years, voice services on most local area networkswill be restricted to
store-and-forward messaging, and perhaps to some form of limited intercom functions.
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Ring architectures, however, are an attractive basis for telephony and for voice/dataintegrated systems. Wetherefore expect that advanced computerised PABXs based onlocalrings will find a significant place in the market.
Many organisations have important existing investments both in local wiring of sites andin trunk communications. These investments will be important factors whentherelativemerits of local area networks and enhanced PABXs are considered. Someofthe invest-ment might be preserved in a network of interconnectedlocal area networks. But unlessa local area networkis restricted in scope to new systems ♥ an approachthatjettisonsthe inherent advantage of interworking and universal access ♥ then a majorpartof thatexisting investment may haveto be written off. Moreover, for manyofthe typical con-figurations that we havestudied,the price of local area network technologystill exceedsthat of a conventional PABX that has been enhanced to provide data transmissionfacilities. We expect this price disincentive to the installation of local area networks toweaken, butit will persist throughout the 1980s.
Local area networks also suffer in comparison with PABXs in that much of the tech-nology is novel and has been implemented initially on sites that are manned by academicstaff or by otherspecially qualified staff. The problemsof transferring such technology toindustrial and commercial sites with less sophisticated manpowerare not as yet fullyunderstood. The suppliers of local area network technology are alsorelatively untriedinthe hurly-burly of the world☂s communications markets. In particular, some of them lackexperienceorexpertise in the extension of their local technology to embracetrunk lines,a feature that will be essential to manyof their potential customers.
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CHAPTER 7

FUTURE VOICE COMMUNICATION SERVICES

We beganthis report by emphasising that the voice communication industry is experi-
encing substantial changes, and weillustrated the trends by describing the strategies
and products of several telecommunications suppliers. In this chapter we now draw
togetherall that we have said about technology, suppliers and products, and we examine
the type of services that will be available to the telephoneuserin the future. From what
wehavealready said in this report, we believe that even the mostsceptical reader will be
convinced of the great changes ahead.

The telephone administrations of the world will, of course, have a dominantrole to play in
introducing the new services, and many administrations are beginning to plan their
strategies. The motivation for introducing new services stems from the fact that, as the
market for basic telephony service reaches saturation, telephone administrations need
to find new waysof generating additional revenues. A clear indication of the type of ser-
vices that could be introduced was given at the tenth Foundation Management Con-
ference by Mike Aysan from the Manitoba Telephone System.

A few (but notall) European countries are nearing the time whentheir PTTswill have ful-
filled their remit of providing a basic telephoneserviceto all who requireit. In the United
States, this position has certainly been reached, and wefirst examine the changes
taking place in the United States regulatory environment andin the services provided by
AT&T. We dothis because we believe that these changesprovide a pointerto the future
directions that will be taken in Europe once the needfor basic telephony has been ful-
filled. We next examine both the need for and the characteristics of voice store-and-
forward message systems, and we then review the current state of the art of voice
recognition and voice response technology. We conclude the chapter by examining the
way in which voice communications will in the future be combined with other formsof
communications to provide teleconferencing services and integrated voice and data ser-
vices.

DEVELOPMENTSIN THE UNITED STATES
In 1981, the FCC explicitly recognised that the basic remit of the United States common
carriers had been fulfilled when it decided that installation expenses should be treated
as revenue expenditure rather than as capital expenditure. In the United States, nearly
all businesses and 98 per cent of homes are equipped for basic telephony, and 80 per
cent of the 180 million telephonesinstalled have been provided by AT&T. Although the
numberof telephonesinstalled has grown by an impressive 60 million since 1971, this
represents an annual compound growth of only 4.1 per cent. Nevertheless,in the period
4970 to 1979, AT&T☂s annual revenue grew from $17.3 billion to $45.4 billion ♥ an
annual growth of more than 11 per cent. The key to this growth is a strategy known as
new service stimulation.
The FCC hasdirected that, after 1 March 1982, the services provided by the telephone
companies shall be separated into basic and ☁enhanced☂ categories, and that all new
provision of terminal equipment shall be deregulated. Basic serviceswill continue to be
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regulated and provided undera controlledtariff, but enhanced services will be providedby separate subsidiaries. Petitions have, however, beenfiled for judicial review of both ofthe major points in the FCC decision. In particular, AT&T has asked the FCC to permitallterminal equipment,including that alreadyinstalled, to be freed fromtariff restrictions by1 March 1982, on the grounds of the administrative cost and difficulty that the ☁bifur-cated☂ treatment would otherwisecreate. Freeing existing terminal equipmentfromtariffrestrictions would, at a stroke, create massive assets and cash flow for the unregulatedsubsidiaries, and this petition by AT&T is itself being vigorously contested. AT&Tbelieves that its Custom Calling II services (which provide voice answering and ad-vancedcalling facilities, and which we discuss on page 54) should beclassified as basicservices rather than as enhanced services. AT&T argues that such facilities form abasic and integrated part of the networkfacilities as a whole, and that the provision of anetworkinterface that is available equally to all communication-service providers willgenerate unnecessary delay and cost. The FCC takes the opposite view, however,butifAT&T is successful in having the Custom Calling II service classified as basic services,itwill be of considerable significanceto the longer term evolution of the voice communica-tion industry.
The current regulatory turmoil in the United Statesis indicative of the fundamental (andworldwide) debatethat is now taking place about the extent to which telephone admini-strations☂ charters should be extended to encompass new services. AT&T is seeking tobolster attempts in the Senate and (less successfully) in the House of Representatives tohave the 1934 Communications Act revised or rewritten. In addition, the legislativecommittees of both houses are under pressure both from the American NewspaperPublishers☂ Association and from AT&T over the ☁electronic yellow pages☂ ambitions ofthe telephone companies. The key issue is whether telephone companies may moveintocurrent and classified advertising media. Despite the pressure of the commerciallobbies, informed sources doubt that these exceedingly complex issues can beaddressed by Congress competently orin time.
As this report went to press,it was announcedthat the anti-trust case between AT&Tand the Justice Department had beensettled out of court. As a result, AT&T will divestitself of all its operating telephone companies by 1983, but these companies will con-tinue to provide (state) regulated local exchange services. AT&T will supply long dis-tance services under FCCtariffs, but competitive service suppliers will have equalaccessto the local exchanges.In addition, terminal equipmentwill be deregulated andwill be supplied by AT&T, not by the operating companies. AT&T will retain all ofWestern Electric and Bell Laboratories. This settlement will probably reduce, but notstop,the legislative momentum.Althoughit forestalls someof the issues before the FCC,it is expected to create at least as many new ones.
A plausible interpretation of this settlementis that AT&T foresaw that the outcomeof theanti-trust trial would mean that it would be broken up. AT&T therefore settled out of courtin order to retain those elementsofits empire (Western Electric and Bell Laboratories)that best positioned the company in the future marketplace.
AT&Thasclearly stated that no limit to its ambitions will be voluntarily introduced. In his1980 report, the Chairman of AT&T wrote ☁☁No longer do we perceive that our businesswill be limited to telephony or, for that matter, to telecommunications. Ours is thebusinessof information handling, the knowledge business. And the market we seek toserve is global. More and more, the Bell System☂s services for businesswill take the formof comprehensive systems integrating virtually all aspects of information flow,encompassing voice, video, data storage, retrieval, processing and distribution, wordprocessing and electronic mail. We expect to equip the homeofthe future with facilitiesthat meet a wide variety of need: information, education, entertainment and ♥ asinbusiness ♥ the control of energy consumption.☝
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AT&T has already begun to install the infrastructure that will make new services
possible. In May 1976 it launched a service known as Common Channel Inter-office
Signalling (CCIS). This service is based on a packet-switched data network consisting of
20 signal transfer points spread throughout the regionsof the United States. It is used to
communicate signalling information between the processors that control switching
offices. By the end of 1980, some 160 switching offices were interconnected by means
of more than 250,000 CCIS trunk links. CCIS is not only more reliable and cheaper to
maintain than conventional signalling systems, but it is also faster. For example, a coast-
to-coast call can be set up in about two seconds, whichis up to ten times asfast as with
conventional signalling systems. :

Because CCIS allows any point in the network to send a messageto any other, many
direct-dial services can be made available to customers from virtually every telephone.
Two suchservicesinclude automated credit-card calling and improved 800calling. (800
is the code used in Americafortoll-free calls, which are often paid for by advertisers.)
With credit-card calling, the subscriber dials a number sequenceplus the desired tele-
phone number. The network then asks him or her to dial a credit-card number plus a
personalidentification number. The system checksthat these numbersare valid before
connecting the call. A version ofthis facility became operationalin Buffalo, New York, in
July 1980. CCIS permits 800 calls to be managed,so that even after a national advertise-
ment (for example) the network is not overloaded. The calls can be intercepted and
routed to the 800service line groups where they can receive the speediest attention.

CCISis therefore a system that not only knowsa call☂s point of origin, but can also com-
municate more-or-less instantaneously with any point on the national network. These
facilities open up a variety of service opportunities for AT&T. For example, a chain of
shopsor hotels, or even a car rescue operation, could have a common number. A sub-
scriber dialling that number would be connected automatically to the nearest branch or
hotel or patrol man. A similar facility could also be providedfor individuals so that calls
madeto their own numbers would bediverted to whereverthey are (provided, of course,
that the individual has rememberedtotell the network where he or sheis).

Because of the current momentum in the United States towards deregulation, it would
be vastly imprudent to expect anything but a massive invasion of world markets by AT&T
in the next decade over a wide range of services. Non-American suppliers facing this
onslaught can hardly complain that no advance warning wasgiven. In the remainder of
this chapter we examine some of the service opportunities that AT&T are likely to
pursue. With or without the impetus of AT&T, such services are certain to arrive in
Europe as the market for basic telephony becomessaturated.

VOICE MESSAGE SYSTEMS
Many attempted telephonecalls are unsuccessful because the person called is unavail-
able, or is already engagedin another telephone conversation. In Europeit is accepted
that between 25 per cent and 30per centofall calls do not reach the required person,
but in the United States a miss rate of 70 per centis often quoted. The simplest way of
minimising the problem of unsuccessfulcalls is to install a telephone answering machine
that answers a subscriber☂s telephone after a pre-determined numberofrings. The
machine plays back a pre-recorded announcement inviting the caller to leave a
message. Manycallers (especially non-business callers) will hang up without leaving a
message whentheir call is answered by such a machineand,in an attempt to provide a
human interface, many United States organisations now use telephone answering ser-
vices. (We have already reviewed the United States☂ telephone answering service
industry in chapter 3.)
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Telephone administrations are aware of the revenue potential of services that enablevoice messages to be stored in equipment locatedat their exchanges, for subsequentretrieval by the called party. In the United States, the Bell System has recentlyannounced a package of new voice message systems called Custom Calling ServicesII(CCS-II). The three componentsincludedin these services are call answering, advancecalling and remoteaccess. Call answering permits incoming calls to be answered auto-matically when the subscriber☂sline is busy or when, after a specified number ofrings,no answeris forthcoming. (Several incoming calls can be answered simultaneously.)Calls are answered either with a message recorded by the subscriberor with a standardmessage provided by the Bell System, and callers can leave recorded messages forlater retrieval. While the incoming calls are being handled automatically, the subscribercan use the telephone to make outgoing calls. When the subscriber hangs up, heisinformed of the arrival of any incoming messages by a short ringback. When therecorded messages are retrieved, the system tells the subscriber how many othermessages are waiting, and every messageis annotated with a voice messagegiving thetime and date at whichit was received. The call answering facilities of CCS-I| can berented on a daily basis (for the casual user) Or On a monthly basis. Monthly users haveaccess to certain facilities (such as saving messagesfor later playback) that are notavailable to daily users.
The CCS-II call-answeringfacility is turned on either by dialling 1151 or by keying «51.The subscriber then dials 1152 (or * 52) to retrieve messages, and 1153 (or % 53) to turnthe service off. A particularly useful feature of call answering is that subscribers canrecord their own announcements. For example,if a wife is due to meet her husband atan airport at a particular time but she is delayed, she is then faced with the dilemmaeither of arriving late at the airport or waiting for her husband to telephone. With callanswering she could leave a message saying that she is en route. This facility could alsoact as a security device, becauseit will be moredifficult for intending intruders to knowif a telephoneis really unattended.
The advance-calling component of CCS-II enables subscribers to record messagesforlater transmission to designated telephone numbers,and the time at which a messageisto be delivered may(optionally) be specified. Subscribers use the facility by dialling 1141(or * 41), and they are charged ona per-message basis. The called party is told beforethe playbackbegins that a messageis to be delivered, and a message sender can checkwith the system tofind outif the message has been delivered.
Thethird element in CCS-II is remote access, which permits a subscriber to accesscallanswering and advancecalling from any touch-tone telephone. Whereverthe subscribermay be, he or she canstart or stop the call-answering facility, record new announce-ments, playback messages, record advance calls and check the status of earlieradvancecalls. Each subscriber also has a privacy code to check that no one else isaccessing his telephone.
Bell☂s attempt to persuade the FCC to recognise CCS-II as a basic service has been un-successful. As a result, several versions of such services will be available to sub-scribers.
CCS-Il is an example of a voice store-and-forward system, and such systems canalleviate the problems caused by unsuccessful calls in three main ways.First, a call thatrequires an answer in realtime canat least be delivered, even thoughit is not answeredat once. Second, manycalls do not require an immediate answer, and somecalls requireno answeratall. For example, if a salesman wishesto inform a client that he will be halfan hour late for an appointment an end-to-end connectionis not required to deliverthismessage. Third, by removing the non-critical traffic from peak periods, voice store-and-forward systems can reduce congestion in the network.
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In addition, voice store-and-forward message systems have several advantages when
compared with text messages. Voice messagesare often held to be more human, more
recognisable, less dependent uponthe originator☂s possession of special equipment and
less dependent uponhis orherskill as a keyboard operator. The corresponding disad-
vantages are that text is more permanent, easier to search through, and better for
complex documents that may need to be scanned andre-read. Text messages are also
faster to absorb than voice messages(surprisingly, most people read more rapidly than
they talk) and, at present, they are much cheaper to store. By 1986, however, it is
possible that the cost of storing voice messages will decline to the point whereit may be
cheaper to send and store a messagein voice form than as text, provided that it is not
stored for more than a few days.
In addition to voice store-and-forward message systems provided by the telephone
administration, products are also becoming available that enable organisations to
provide similar in-housefacilities. One such system already in use in the United States is

Figure 17 VMS commands
 

 

 

Command VMS action

Recording

1 Start/stop record

2 Start/stop play
3 Back-up ten seconds

83) Back-up to beginning

4 Skip forward ten seconds

44 Skip forward to the end

5 End of message

55 Non-delivery notification

Retrieval
2 Start/stop playback

3 Back-up ten seconds

33. Back-up to beginning

4 Skip forward ten seconds

44 Skip to the end

5 Acknowledge messagereceipt

YE Save this message   
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Electronic Communications System☂s Voice Message System (VMS). This system (whichcosts $500,000)links to an existing PABX via 64 lines, which can be a mixture of locallines and remote lines. VMS provides more than a billion bytes of storagefor digitisedspeech which, with appropriate compression, represents 50 hours of speech.
As well as providing the VMSfor use as a dedicated system, Electronic CommunicationsSystems also provides voice-mail services at centres in Richardson Texas and in NewYork City. Service-centre users pay $160 per mailbox per month, but half of the pay-ments can be credited towards the purchase of a dedicated system. The three basicfunctions of the service are to enable a voice messageto be deposited, to deliver a voicemessage,and to service inquiries for any deposited voice messages. The average mes-sage lasts for 49 seconds, and 90 per cent of the service users opt to inquire formessages So as to avoid being interrupted. While recording a message,or playing oneback, the user can use the keypad to trigger certain commands, such as skip forward tenseconds.(Thefull range of commands is shown in figure 17 on the previous page.)
The VMS appears to have broad appeal within the user environment, and ElectronicCommunications Systemsstates that 4 per cent of users are top managers, 36 per centare middle managers, 17 per cent are supervisors, 20 per cent are professional staff, 14per cent are secretaries and 9 per cent are other employees. The most promisingapplication areas so far identified include the distribution of sales information from thehead office to the field, support for technical sales, and support for travelling executives.Other application areasinclude international communication across time zones, and theco-ordination of major projects. The 3M Corporation hasinstalled a dedicated system,and has calculated that the VMS may have savedit as much as $1.7 million in the firstyear. (More than $1 million of☁this saving is due to the virtual abolition of inter-officememoranda.)
Electronic Communications Systems plans to enhance the VMS by providing networkingfacilities that will enable multiple systems to pass messagesto each other's mailboxes.The biggest obstacleto this developmentis the Bell System☂s ambition in the voice store-and-forwardfield.

VOICE RECOGNITION AND RESPONSE
The potential for using the telephone asa devicefor gathering and retrieving informationis enormous, but to unlockthis potential requires that speech can be recognised auto-matically and constructed automatically to provide recognisable responses. Most PTTsin Europe have for many years provided pre-recorded information services (such as thespeaking clock), but to provide bespoke services requires sophisticated voicerecognition and voice responsetechnology. Figure 18 (on page 58) summarises the stateof the art of these two technologies.
The companies who manufacture speech-recognition and speech-response circuitshave recently changed their views about the market for such circuits. In 1980, forexample, Texas Instruments statedthatits total sales of speechcircuits by the end of thedecade would be $3billion per annum,of which almosthalf would come from consumerproducts such as automobiles and toys. In May 1981, the same company reduceditsforecast of the consumer market to only $600 million per annum. But its forecast forsales of speech circuits for industrial, data processing and telecommunicationsproducts has beenrevised from $1.5 billion per annum to $2.2 billion. Speech recogni-tion and response systems are thus an area of great current interest.
Products are now beginning to emergeat a rapid rate into the marketplace, and systemdesigners must learn how to use them effectively. Voice response is now a mature tech-
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 Figure 18 State of the art of voice recognition and response technology

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
mar Capability

Application Recognition Response

Office automation
General purpose terminals D,L V,H
Interactive graphics BES =
Word processing a5 VEE
Voice store and forward _ V,H

Warehousel/distribution
Order entry DI, S Bae
Inventory control DS Ea
Shipping/receiving DS Fol
Package sorting Des Ral

Consumer
Toys DZS Ee
Automotive DI, S F,H
Environmental controls D/I, S Rae
Entertainment systems DI, S aire
Dial-less telephones D,S _♥
Reservation systems Cil, S V,H

Medical
Aids to the handicapped DS Fae
Laboratory specimen identification D,S Rae
Pathology/cytology DRE Fal
Record retrieval and maintenance Ds Val

Manufacturing
Quality control Di. s Fal
Numerical control machine tools D,S Rel
Process control D,S Ea
Factory data collection D,S Vaib

BankingFunds transfer V,S F,H
Pay-by-phone V,S eal
Credit authorisation ,s F,H

MilitaryIntelligence CA, L a
Aircraft cockpit D,S =
Security V,S ae 
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(Source: Carl L. Berney, Centigram Corporation)
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nology with a well understood theoretical base, and the effect of recent developmentssuch as LSl-based devices has been simply to provide better quality at a lower cost.Voice recognition technology, however, is not so mature. Although a theoretical basedoes nowexist (as do practical models) for systems that can recognise isolated words,there arestill many unsolved problems in the areas of speaker independence, con-tinuous speech recognition and speech comprehension.
Most researchersin the field of voice recognition technology agree that systems mustbe at least 96 per cent accurate before they can become usable products. Despite theuniformly high levels of accuracy that suppliers set for themselves, the prices of theleast expensive and the most expensive voice recognition devices available today differby a factor of 50. This price difference stems largely from the sensitivity of the device tothe environmentin whichit is designed to operate. For example,the price will be higherif a device has to operate successfully against a lot of background noise from type-writing, from printers, from doors banging, and so forth.
Another major problem that has yet.to be solved is that of making voice recognitiondevices easy to use. Most systems available today work bestif the operator speaksin asomewhat flat and monotonous manner. Although operators can betrained to speak insucha fashion, it hardly enhancesthe working environment. The chosen vocabularly fora voice recognition system also affects the overall system performance. If the vocabu-lary is too large, then the accuracy will decrease. System performancewill also beimpairedif the vocabulary contains similar-sounding words.

 Figure 19 Cost of voice recognition systems

 

Cost
 System capability Current 1983
 

$ $
Speaker-dependent

isolated-word
small-vocabulary 1,500 to 3,000 350

Speaker-dependent
isolated-word
large-vocabulary 10,000 to 20,000 5,000

Speaker-independent
isolated-word
small-vocabulary
multi-channel 60,000 to 100,000 20,000

Speaker-dependent
connected-word
moderate-vocabulary 80,000 10,000     

(Source: Carl L. Berney, Centigram Corporation)
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Voice recognition systems can be designed either to recognise isolated words (where
the speaker is required to pause for about one-tenth of a second after each word) or to
recognise continuous speech. Devices of the latter type have to determine the word
boundaries from a stream of continuous speech. Another distinction between voice
recognition systems concernstheir sensitivity to individual voices. The simpler systems
have to be speakertrained, which means that each user has to go through laborious
processof teaching the system to recognise the way in which he or she pronouncesall
the words in the vocabulary. The more complex speaker-independent systems can
accept a variety of pronunciation by storing a wide range of dialect samples for each
word in the vocabulary. At present, the only systemsthat are truly speaker-independent
are those that have a very small vocabulary (up to 20 words). Figure 19 showsthe costs
(current and projected) for four typical levels of sophistication in voice recognition
systems.

The problems associated with continuous speech recognition are complex enough, but
the problem of trying to comprehend automatically the speech that has been captured
introducesa still higher level of complexity. Speech comprehension poses problemsin
the fields of syntax, semantics andlinguistics that arestill at the stage of theoretical re-
search. (The transcript of the eighth Foundation management conference includes a
paperby Dr. Jelinek of IBM that contains a comprehensive review of progress in the field
of speech recognition.)
Voice response systemsalso have varying capabilities, in that some have fixed vocabu-
laries whereas others can produceunlimited variations in speech. Somevariable-output
devices record information in a digital form and play it back, some reconstruct words
from stored elements of speech, and others directly synthesise speech. The quality ofa
voice response system is measuredin termsof intelligibility and naturalness. Synthetic
systems, which often sound quite intelligible but rather unnatural, require lowerbit rates
than reconstruction systems.

Voice recognition technology is used mainly for information entry applications where the
information takes the form of commands, data or queries. The commandsare usually
single words, such asstart, stop, left, right, scroll, next, etc. Data is usually numeric, but
mayalso include information related to the application, such as colouror size. Queries
may sometimestrigger off very complex recognition processes that require complex
searches and analyses to determine the true significance of the question asked. Voice
response technologyis currently used to confirm to users that data or commandshave
been correctly received, or to ask the user either for data or for the next command. It is
also used to convey answersto users☂ queries. To date, information entry applications
form the vast bulk of the successful voice recognition and response applications. Other
applications, such as security checks, where the user☂s claimed identity is checked
against a voiceprint, are as yet too expensive and too unreliable.

TELECONFERENCING SERVICES
Many people have thought for many years that the most logical enhancementof basic
telephony would be to provide visual communication as well as voice communication.
The attractions of interactive audio-visual communication (or teleconferencing) remain
as seductive as ever but, as yet, the promise of remote conferencing services remains
unfulfilled. Nevertheless, the optimism and the confidence of the teleconference
vendors has never been higher thanit is today, and there are signs that their optimism
mayat last be justified by an impending boom in such services. Once again, we turn to
the more highly developed marketin the United States to provide pointers to subsequent
developments in Europe.
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AT&T estimates that about $290billion a yearis spentin the United States on businessmeetings, of which about $200billion is spent on meetings that require travel. Approxi-mately 40 per cent of this $200 billion is spent on meetings that require audio andgraphic facilities, and a further 10 per centis spent on meetings that require audio andfull video facilities. The potential market for teleconferencing systemsis therefore vast,but it is segmented into sub-markets with different requirements. Accordingly, a range ofteleconferencing facilities such as audio, graphics and video is required (rather than onefully-featured teleconferencing system) to tap these various markets.
In time, the Bell System will provide such a rangeoffacilities, but at presentit offers itsUniversal Conferencing System. This system provides voice communication, a remoteblackboardfacility, slow-scan television and facsimile transmission. AT&Tis also imple-menting a more advanced system thatis designed to appeal to the top endofthetele-conferencing market. This service is an all-digital wideband network service calledPicturephone Meeting Service (PMS), which AT&T plans to extend to 41 cities by 1983.The company proposesto add a $2 million network of 1.544M bit/s circuits (terrestrialandsatellite) to the existing facilities to provide an end-to-end PMS network.In fact, PMSwill be AT&T'sfirst nationwide, end-to-end, digital (but unswitched) network. The schemeis a bold attempt by AT&T to bury onceandforall the failureofits Picturephonefiasco ofthe 1960s, and alsotolift Picturephone revenue from its depressingly low level of$125,000 in 1979.
AT&T's market growth projections for PMS are staggering. Revenue from PMSisplanned to reach $65.5 million by 1982 and $232.5 million by 1986. Cost projectionsindicate that by 1983 the system should be profitable, and that it should provide a yield of$91.4 million in 1986. The revenue and profit forecasts are even more fantastic whenviewedin the light of past market indifference to teleconferencing services. The firstobstacle to be overcomeisthat of price, and figure 20 showsthe proposed digital broad-band charges comparedwith the charges for the existing PMS service. The charges arebased onthe use of an AT&Tstudio, and at present studios are available in twelvecities.Alternatively, users may preferto set up their own studios, and it would pay them to do soif they plan to use the new system for more than two hours per day. Figure 20 indicatesthat the PMS chargesare aboutfive times as high as the previous Picturephone charges,but it is by no means clear how AT&Tintendsto increaseits Picturephonerevenueto theplannedlevels.
In March 1980, one of AT&T's teleconferencing rivals, Satellite Business SystemsInc.,complained that the old Picturephone service was grossly underpriced. The FCCdecided to ignore the complaint, since thetariff for AT&T's service wasin any case dueto expire in June 1981. But SBS☂s posture towards teleconferencing services isambivalent. SBS provides wideband switched digital private circuits to customers withtheir own earth station (or who are prepared to share an earth Station). It does notprovide equipment for use on customers☂ premises nor does it offer teleconferencingstudios to rent. If an SBS customeris interested in teleconferencing, then SBSprovides acontracting service to help that customerfind equipment from other vendors, anditscircuits are then used for teleconferencing or for any other purpose. SBSis thereforeadopting a low-key approachto teleconferencing. There iS, perhaps, a lesson here forotherteleconferencing vendors. Oneof the reasonsthatled to the formation of SBS wasthe belief that a huge market existed for teleconferencing services. The response of themarket to SBS hasforcedit to draw back fromits teleconferencing ambitions (and alsofrom its bulk data transmission ambitions). SBS is now concentrating mostof its effort ontelephony services.
The capital costs involved in establishing a wideband network such as the new PMSsystem may not be justified without a huge potential market. Narrower bands can beusedfor picture transmission, however, provided that some degradation ofthe television
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picture is acceptable. One European PTT hasset out to produce and test a range of
equipmentthat is designed to reduce the bandwidth requirements for picture transmis-
sion. The equipment operates at 1MHz for normal television transmissions, and it
includes slow-scan television converters, video conferencing terminals and real-time
picture compression converters. During a three-year period, this equipment will be
tested for acceptability at operationalsites.
The slow-scan system is designed to work overthe public network, and the options avail-
able to the system designerare to send less-clear pictures, send less-frequent pictures,
or reduce the redundancy inherent in the pictures. For many applications, such as
surveillance, a transmission rate of 25 frames per second is quite unnecessary. For such
applications, a transmission rate of one frame every four seconds can be accepted.
Clarity can be reduced by transmitting only one field instead of the twointerlacedfields
that comprise a normaltelevision picture. Also, the horizontal resolution can be reduced
to 200 visible points, compared with the normal 600 points. Of course, the degraded
images provided by such a system would not be acceptable for every purpose. In the
trial, a range of possible applications is being tested, including teleconferencing and
some specialist tasks such as underwater surveillance. Someof the test applications,
the distances over which they are to operate and their speedsof transmission are shown
overleaf in figure 21.
The future of teleconferencingin all its forms is, to say the least, problematic. No one
doubts the logic of the arguments about the cost and difficulty of travel. These argu-
ments were reinforced by the world events of 1973 but, even so, business people have
not been motivated to make greater useof teleconferences. The manager of a European
teleconferencing service once vouchsafed to the author of this report a telling comment
on the users of his service. ☁☁They come and use our system,☂☂ hesaid, ☜☁they sayit is
wonderful ♥ but they never come back.☝☂ Perhaps there is some instinct in mankind that
urges us, whatever the costs and difficulties, to congregate physically. If so, the Picture-
phone fiasco may well be repeated, and AT&T's investors will be faced with a nasty
shock.

 Figure 20 PMS charges

 

 

New York/ New York/ New York/
Call length Washington Chicago Los Angeles

$ $ $
45 mins (existing PMS) 138 246 302

45 mins (proposed PMS) 970 ALO 1,570

90 mins (existing PMS) 275 494 604

90 mins (proposed PMS) 1,415 1,780 2,180     
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 Figure 21 Slow-scantelevision applications

 Application Distance Transmission medium
 Protection of radio station following

bombthreats
Detection ofillegal dumping;
rapid installation, temporary use
Protection of bullion vault
Security of premisesat night
monitored from other company
location ♥ two cameras on onesystem
Traffic monitoring for control of signals
Extension of radar systemsto port
control position
Underwatersurveillance from
submersible (via ultrasonic
transmission link)
Security of premises at night
monitored from other company
location
Occasional access to remote camera
for traffic control
Transmission of X-rays between
remote hospital and specialist
Editorial submission to upper
management
Liaison between processing plants
Aid to collaboration between principal
and contractors
Audio conferencing
Audio conferencing

Audio conferencing

Editorial conferencing between
newspaperoffices  

skm

2 to 3km

5Skm
120km

25km
10km

400km

20km

100km

80km

300km
150km

250km
40km

200km

150km  
4.8k bit/s dial up on PSTN

4.8k bit/s dial-up on PSTN

48k bit/s on metallic pair
4.8k bit/s dial-up on PABX

48k bit/s on repeatered pair
48k bit/s on metallic pair

Data via acoustic transmission

4.8k bit/s dial-up on PSTN

4.8k bit/s dial-up on PSTN

4.8k bit/s dial-up on PSTN

9.6k bit/s on private voicecircuit

4.8k bit/s dial-up on PSTN
4.8kbit/s dial-up on PSTN

4.8k bit/s dial-up on PSTN
48k bit/s on private groupbandcircuit
4.8k bit/s on private telephonesystem
4.8k bit/s on private circuit
 

(Source: British Telecom Journal, Winter 1980/81)
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INTEGRATED VOICE AND DATA SERVICES

A recurring theme throughout this report has been the trend for voice communication
services to be integrated with data communication services in the future. The ISDNs
now being planned are designed with this in mind, and much of the equipment that we
described in earlier chapters ofthis reportillustrate the trend. The enhanced telephone,
the operator stations designed for use with advanced telephone answeringservices, and
communicating word processorsare all examples of equipment that can combine two
(or more) types of communication that have hitherto☂ been separate. Such equipment
comes under the generic term of multifunction workstations (described as long ago as
1977 in Foundation Report No.4).
The likely profile of future products thatwill integrate voice and data communication can
be assessedfrom the profiles of existing products and from the knownplansof various
suppliers. Such productswill be organised in a highly modular fashion that will enable
the customerto select the desired features from a gradually revealed menu of items.
They will be intended for use by a wide range of office personnel, including clerical,
secretarial, administrative, supervisory, professional and managerial users. They will
integrate all forms of office information (voice, text, data, graphics and image); and they
will provide for input, output, processing, storage and retrieval of information as well as
for the distribution of information inside and outside the office. The appeal of such
terminals will be based equally on their ease of use (humanfactors will be an important
consideration) and on their contribution to increased productivity. To illustrate the type
of multifunction productthat is now becoming available, we describe

a

typical terminal
system available from Office Technology Limited.

At the heart of the system is a shared controller that supports up to 32 clustered work-
stations. Each controller supports up to 64M bytesof local disc storage, and provides a
communication capability for user-to-user mailing. Each workstation has a full alpha-
numeric keyboard and

a

full range of function buttons, and incorporates a telephone
handset. The display on the workstation is a 3,000-character CRT, and each workstation
will also support a letter-quality printer. In addition, each controller will support up to four
letter-quality printers, and a lower quality (but faster) printer that can be usedfor printing
draft documents. The operating software provides menus, prompts and guidancefor the
operator, and includes a text editor with facilities to merge text and voice streams. The
system can be used for conventional applications such as word processing, electronic
filing, electronic mail and data processing (including desk-top computing).

A key feature of this system is its ability to integrate voice messages with text, data and
graphics. The voice-handling features of the system are initiated by the user through
controls that resemble those of a conventional tape recorder. Documents stored in the
system may contain voice marginalia or commentary and, when a documentis retrieved,
a screen symbol indicates that it includes (or perhaps consists entirely of) a voice
message. Thus the system can be used asa voice store-and-forward message system.
Alternatively, the system permits documentation associated with a telephone conversa-
tion to be stored in an integrated fashion. It can also be used between a principal anda
secretary for dictation.

Office Technology Limited has paid great attention to human-factors aspects of the
system. The terminal is light in weight, small and unobtrusive. The screentilts and
rotates, and the separate movable keyboard can also be tilted. The keyboard has
separate zones for the alphanumeric keys, numeric keys and function keys, and the
function keys are groupedin related clusters. The keys have non-reflective tops and they
are clearly labelled. Menu selection and responsesto prompts are built into the system,
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but can be by-passed by the experienced user. The CRT display is black-on-white and isflicker-free. The display can be scrolled in three directions (horizontal, vertical anddiagonal) in such a waythat the text can be read whilstit is being scrolled.
Suchare the facilities and features soon to be offered in just one implementation of amultifunction productthat can integrate voice and non-voice information and communi-cation. Webelieve that in the next decade a bewildering variety of such devicesislikelyto emerge.

SUMMARY
The telephone administrations of the world face massive investments over the nextdecade. They also face the fact that their markets for basic telephone service willbecome saturated. For these reasons they must encourage their existing customers tomakegreater use of the networks they have so expensively installed. The European PTTsdo not yet face market saturation, but they have already begun to plan and implementthe new services they must offer. Hence their interest, for example, in videotex.
AT&T (which facesthe problem ofsaturation right now) has madean estimate of the wayAmerican businesses spend money on communicationsin the broadest sense, as shownin figure 22. On the basis of this estimate, the appropriate targets for any communicationcompany seeking new business are presumably voice, face-to-face meetings anddocuments. So far, most attention has probably been paid to communications thatrequire documents anddatato be transmitted. However,the analysis shownin figure 22clearly explains why AT&T has now sharpenedits interest in new services such as voicestore-and-forward message systems and teleconferencing systems.
 Figure 22 United States business expenditure on communications

Image ($2bn)Y

Documents Face-to-face($170bn) meetings
($290bn) 

Voice
($200bn)   ☁

(Source: AT&T) Data ($5bn)
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The rangeof business applications for advanced telephonyis very wide, but the range of
homeapplications is potentially wider still. It includes (according to AT&T) shopping at
home, banking, household accounts,library access, all mannerof reservation systems,
language lessons,electronic mail, and selection of television material. AT&T states that
the market window for these services will open in 1984. At that point there will be
(according to AT&T) a significant percentage of customers willing to purchase elec-
tronic information services.
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CHAPTER 8

MANAGEMENTRESPONSIBILITIES

In this report we have shown clearly that the voice communication industry is experienc-ing great changes,and that these changeswill continue for the foreseeable future. Thetelephone managerof todayis likely to find that, increasingly, his remit will encompasstelecommunicationsin its widest sense. Increasingly, also, he will be confronted with theneedto provide facilities that can integrate the different forms of communication. It issurprising, therefore, that to date verylittle has been written about overall managementproblemsin telecommunications ♥ far less, for example, than has been written aboutthe tasks of the data processing manager. This comparative dearthofliterature perhapsstems from the fact that, in Europe, the bulk of the exchange and transmission equip-ment is owned by the PTTs.
The monopolistic position of the European PTTsis, however, being seriously questionedin several countries. The United Kingdomis already set on a paththatwill lead to a lessregulated telecommunications environment, and webelieve that, in time, other countrieswill follow the British lead. As this deregulation occurs, more telecommunications equip-ment will be owned and operated by individual organisations, and the associatedmanagement problemswill become morevisible. Even in those countries that preserve amonopolistic telecommunications structure the same trend will occur, although to alesser extent. We concludethis report by identifying five important new tasks that thetelephone managerof the 1980s will have to face as a result of the changes that areoccurring in the voice communication industry.

1. Self education
Telephone managers today maybelieve that they already knowall that is to be knownabout voice communications. We believe, however, that their position is similar tothat of a certain young man who, late in the nineteenth century, was seeking adviceabout which subject to study at university. He was advised not to select physicsbecause everything that could be known aboutthat subject was already known.
The traditionally slow-moving world of voice telephony has become a maelstrom ofcompeting technology, which is changing even faster than the world of computing.The first task of the telephone manageris therefore to keep himself briefed on thechanges taking place in the technology, in the market and in the regulation of tele-communications. He needs to be aware of products developedin distant countries,of the new ambitions nurtured by the giant communications companies and of the un-predictable decisions taken by regulatory bodies, becauseall of these influence thechoices and decisions that eventually will confront the telephone manager. A work-ing knowledge of these changes and an understanding of their potential strategicsignificance is therefore essential.

2. User education
The second newtaskfor the telephone managerof the 1980s is to communicate atleast someof his knowledgeto his colleagues who are substantial telephoneusers.They too must cometo appreciatethe size of the expensesthat they are incurring ♥often without their knowledge. They must also understand the scale of the oppor-
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tunity open to them. A first-class voice communication system is like a highly
developed nervous system, without it, the organisation cannot function properly.
There is plenty of evidence to suggest that user managers can graspthe significance
of the impending changes in voice telephony, provided that the changes are
presented in a clear and dramatic fashion.

3. Investment policy
Many telephone managerswill face the need in the 1980s for a substantial review of
their investment policy, because the useful life of equipment will change.
Historically, electro-mechanical exchanges have beeninstalled on the assumption
that their life will be between 20 and 30 years. Such a timescale is quite
inappropriate for the stored program control exchanges of today and tomorrow;
something nearer to the 5 or 7 year life commonin the data processing world might
be more appropriate. Nothing impedes progress more than past investments that
have been made onthe basis of unrealistic timescales. Although it is difficult to
change suchpolicies, it becomes progressively moredifficult the longer the change
is deferred. Another major investment question concerns the extent to which voice
telephony should be expected to pay its way. The telephone manager needs to
decide whether each investment must be justified in terms of cash savings, or
whether communications should be considered as part of the necessary infrastruc-
ture of the organisation.

4. Integration
In the future, office systems will handle voice, data, text and imagetraffic in an inte-
grated fashion ♥ as foreshadowed by the plans of some of the suppliers that we
have mentioned in this report. The action that telephone managers needto take to
promote such developments will vary according to the size and scopeoftheexisting
communication facilities. Large international companies with highly developed and
separate networks for voice, data and messagetraffic will require most of the
remainderof this decade to unravel their problems. Smaller organisations with less
ambitious existing facilities, however, will find it much easier to integrate the dif-
ferent forms of communication traffic. In Foundation Report No. 21 we provided
strategic advice to organisations about the planning of corporate communication
networks, and planning tools to assist such studies are now becoming available.
(See, for example, the article by McWalters and Brill of Chase Manhattan Bank in the
December 1980 edition of Telecommunications.)

5. Organisation
In many companiesthe existing organisation of the computer, telecommunications
and office systems departments militates against the efficient use of processing,
switching and transmissionfacilities. Although each department may be fulfilling in
an admirable fashion its own specific assignment, opportunities to benefit from the
combination of all three skills may be missed. The telephone manageris in a strong
position to act as the glue to bind these forces together, because everyone in the
organisation is likely to be a customerof his service. The evidence suggests that
major organisational upheavals are not really necessary, provided that the various
departments concerned with the different aspects of information technology are
determined to work together.

We beganthis report with a caveat, which gave our reasonsfor considering the trendsin
voice communication systems in isolation from data, text and image communication.
From reading the report it will be clear that, at times, we have found it impossible to
maintain this isolation. Nevertheless, the emphasis of this report has been on voice com-
munication. The Foundation will not, however, neglect developments in other forms of
communication systems, and ReportNo. 28 will specifically address the issues con-
cerned with the use of data networks.
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